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Waranga News

School’s at home again
With COVID 19 now getting too 
close for comfort in our region, we 
have certainly been jolted out of 
any complacency we might have felt 
or any optimism that we might be 
confidently planning any fun events 
in the near future. 
Of course one of the most significant 
effects on families is that it’s back to  
‘school at home’ again.  
JJ (pictured) from St Mary’s 
Primary School looks pretty much 
on top of things as he focuses on his 
school work.  But of course the best 
part of school - playing with friends - 
is sadly missing from his day.

As we go to press on Tuesday, 
the Shepparton COVID-19 outbreak 
is concluding its twelfth day, with 
authorities confident it is on the way to 
being contained. 

GV Health CEO Matt Sharp 
said 40 per cent of Shepparton  and 
Mooroopna’s population had been 
tested, but he urged people to continue 
to come forward if they have been to 
an exposure site or are experiencing 
symptoms.

For the many people across the 
Goulburn Valley who have been in 
fourteen day isolation, it is coming 
up time for Day 13 tests. A negative 
result is needed as part of their release 
from quarantine. Anyone in isolation 
should rely on the information they 
receive from the Department of Health 
advising when their day 13 test should 
be completed.

For most people with children who 
were at one of the Tier 1 school sites on 
August 20, Thursday will be Day 13. 

While Shepparton lost a significant 
part of its workforce to quarantine over 
the past twelve days, the community 
has united in responding to the needs 
of those isolating and those businesses 
struggling to keep open and serving 
their customers. 

Mr Sharp said there were two 
things now to do: Get tested if you 
have symptoms, and if you have not yet 
made an appointment for vaccination 
do so straight away. 
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P -12 Virtual Book Week
Rushworth P-12 Primary students and staff gathered last week in a virtual 
Webex classroom, celebrated Book Week and their joy of reading and sharing 
their favourite books with each other. 
Mrs Caldow (aka The Mad Hatter) shared a story with the group and then 
all the students left the ‘room’ to work on some Book Week activities at home.
The students can’t wait to get back to school to put the activities on display 
(and maybe dress up again!)
Declan H summed up his enthusiasm for his character:  ‘I like Obi Wan be-
cause I like Star Wars, and the book is called Revenge of the Sith and I like 
Jedi’s’.

Gypsy was Pocahontas.

Helena put a lot of effort into her Princess Leila 
costume.Josh R dressed as Ash from Pokemon, and Isacc dressed up as Harry Potter

Alissa came dressed as Unicorn Princess. Zandar dressed up as a cowboy character.
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Community Bank welcomes new Manager
by Frank Oliver
Director, Rushworth and District Financial Services Ltd

Rushworth and District Community Bank is excited and proud to 
announce the appointment of a new Branch Manager.  
Bridget  Dwyer comes from Shepparton. She has a passion for Community 
Banking and experience in understanding rural communities.  Please call 
into the branch and welcome her to our community.
Starting her tenure with Bendigo Bank in 2014, Bridget is keen to grow 
the experiences she has gained from the last seven years.  She has worked 
in many branch roles, as well as having a small stint in Business Support.  
Bridget is well qualified for the Branch Manager role with experience and 
qualifications to meet the needs of our customers and businesses.  Prior 
to joining us, Bridget was the Assistant Branch Manager at Shepparton.  
During her time with Bendigo Bank, she worked very closely with the 
Greater Shepparton Connected Community.  This passion for communities 
drew her to joining us as Branch Manager.
During our recent ups and downs we are most grateful for the stability 
provided by our incredible team of Sharna, Paige and Janelle, and the 
Board thanks both our team and indeed our community for their patience 
and trust during this time of change.
We look forward to continuing to provide excellent banking services for our 
townships and communities. It is only through your banking with us that 
we can continue to support our communities.  So, if you are looking for a 
bank that helps you, then give Bridget at Rushworth & District Community 
Bank a call to understand how your banking can make a difference to our 
communities!

Welcome to new Community Bank Manager Bridget Dwyer. 

Whroo cemetery burials: 
obituaries appeal
In recent editions of Waranga News 
there have been obituaries published 
for Henry Baud, Balaclava Hotel 
publican and storekeeper, and John 
Coates, another storekeeper, both 
buried at Whroo. Each article revealed 
a little of the life and times of early 
Whroo.
The obituaries are part of Whroo 
Cemetery Trust’s growing collection, 
with the deceased all being buried in 
the cemetery. The Rushworth museum, 
via President Nick Buzza, has offered 
to display the Whroo collection on 
the museum’s website, making it easy 
for descendants and others who are 
interested to access details.
A large obituary collection relating to 
Rushworth cemetery burials already 
exists on that cemetery’s website.

The Whroo collection has been 
gathered from research into old 
newspaper archives, but not all 
obituaries made the newspapers in 
years past. It is suspected that some 
local families may have death notices, 
eulogies and obituaries connected 
with family tree information.
Anyone holding a death notice, 
eulogy or obituary for any ancestor 
buried at Whroo, who may like to 
have the document copied or scanned 
for inclusion in the collection for 
reference via the museum website, 
is invited to phone Alan McLean on 
0412 143660.

The Cottage
Ice Cream Shoppe

18 Moora Road Rushworth

24+ Flavours
Closed until further notice

But we’ll be back soon!
Take-home ice cream packs 

avaible - call 
5856 1905

Tatura gains Recreational 
Vehicle (RV) Rest Stop 
Following a successful 12 month trial, Greater 
Shepparton City Council will continue to offer the free 
Recreational Vehicle (RV) Rest Stop in Tatura at the 
Douglas Street car park.
Data collected via CCTV surveillance showed the site was 
utilised a total of 70 nights during the trial, with surveys 
revealing the average spend in the town per stay was close 
to $200 per vehicle. 
The Douglas Street location was identified for the trial 
because of its close proximity and access to Hogan Street, a 
short walk to amenities and many cafes and shops on offer, 
as well as the Tatura dump point located nearby at Tatura 
Park.
While infrastructure in Tatura includes three caravan parks 
with powered and non-powered sites available, there are 
limitations to the number of sites that can accommodate 
large fifth wheelers and RV’s such as buses.
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Exploring Indigenous 
history and cultures of the 
region

Retrieving the language
It would be amazing to be able to retrieve 

the language that was developed and spoken 
in the Waranga area over tens of thousands of 
years.  By the time of European colonisation 
from the late 1830s, the Ngurai-illum 
Wurrung language was a separate language, 
one of around forty that existed in what 
is now the State of Victoria.  In the years 
following colonisation, many Ngurai-illum 
Wurrung people died or were killed.  The 
survivors were dispersed and no longer had 
access to the country that was so connected to 
their language.  They were also “encouraged” 
to speak English.

Almost certainly, Ngurai-illum Wurrung 
(wurrung = language) rapidly declined 
through the first couple of decades after 
colonisation. The number of speakers 
declined as did opportunities to use the 
language. However, there are still remnants 
of the language to be found.  Some earlier 
stories discussed place names, some of 
which may have been sourced from the local 
Aboriginal language.
Collectors of language

During the mid-nineteenth century there 
were plenty of would-be linguists around, 
who made up lists of Aboriginal words and 
their meanings because they were interested 
in various aspects of Aboriginal culture.  One 
of the first squatters to come into the Waranga 
area was Edward M Curr. He came north 
with his flocks in 1841 to the Waranga area 
at a time when there would still have been a 
considerable number of Aboriginal people on 
Country.

In later life, Curr wrote extensively about 

Aboriginal people, with language being one 
of the subjects in which he took an interest.  
He published a book in the late 1880s with 
the wordy title “The Australian race: its 
origin, languages, customs, place of landing 
in Australia, and the routes by which it spread 
itself over that continent”. Curr stated at 
that time that he had not heard Ngurai-illum 
Wurrung spoken for over 30 years (i.e. since 
the early 1850s), which gives weight to the 
suggestion that the languages were quickly 
lost.

His book included lists of common words 
from Aboriginal languages from all over 
Australia.  The word list for the local area1 
was compiled by Curr himself, while other 
lists were submitted for inclusion by people 
who had similar interests in other parts of 
the country.  The words may not have been 
rendered accurately by Curr. They were 
simply what Curr thought he heard, then tried 
his best to write them down phonetically.  
However, they still give us some insight into 
the language. 
Living things

The lists Curr produced included 
everyday words in important categories.  For 
instance, all living things were of interest to 
the Aboriginal people, so it is understandable 
that names would be attached to everything.  
They may have represented a food source, a 
personal totem or a moiety.

With regard to staple foods, there was 
maram (kangaroo), wollert (possum), 
baraimal (emu), tolom (black duck), 
packmoom (wood duck) and koonawarra 
(black swan).  Eggs were ‘dirandil’.  Curr 
did not have a Ngurai-illum word for fish, 

but freshwater cray were known by the 
melodious name ‘boonggangooloom’.  The 
snake (kooloonoon) was the only reptile on 
the list, which is surprising, because many 
other reptiles were a regular source of food.

Another surprising omission from the 
list appears to be in the category of food 
plants, which were an important part of the 
Ngurai-illum Wurrung diet. This would 
particularly include myrniong or murrnong 
(yam daisy) which was a staple, as well as 
seeds from plants like kangaroo grass, which 
were ground up to make flour and a type of 
porridge.
Moieties and totems

Every Ngurai-illum Wurrung person 
belonged to one of two moieties, usually 
referred to these days as Bunjil (the 
eaglehawk, or wedge-tailed eagle) or Waa 
(the crow).  The terms that Curr used for 
these two all-important birds were ‘poongil’ 
for eagle and ‘wong’ for crow. At a glance, 
you can see that poongil/bunjil might be 
interchangeable, but there is a fair difference 
between ‘wong’ and ‘waa’. Perhaps there 
was a variation in the local dialect, or Curr 
may have recorded the sound of the word 
incorrectly. A person’s moiety determined 
their kinship relationships, marriage partners 
and social responsibilities.

As well as being associated with a 
moiety, each person had personal totem, 
often a particular bird, animal or reptile.  This 
provided a kinship link to anyone else who 
had the same totem, but also meant that the 
owner had a duty to care for that living thing.  
REFERENCES:  1  Curr, E M, The Australian 
Race pp 528-9

Unfortunately, we continue to see news 
stories that highlight the extent of racism 
within the community.  In recent times, the 
Adelaide Crows player Taylor Walker’s 
racist abuse of SANFL player Robbie Young 
has attracted an appropriately scathing 
response.  Walker’s outburst shows that racist 
attitudes are still firmly entrenched in many 
people, ready to rear their ugly head in an 
unguarded moment.  This continues to be the 
case, regardless of many positive initiatives 
taken such as the AFL Indigenous round and 
cultural awareness training within clubs.

Even worse, the recent attempt to burn 
down a 700 year-old ‘birthing tree’ near 
Talbot, which was highly significant to the 
Dja Dja Wurrung people, indicates that there 
is a core of more radical racists amongst us.  If 

true, this is gravely concerning.  However, it 
is also probable that those with such extreme 
views are unlikely to be changing those views 
any time soon.  The best we can hope for is to 
have strong anti-racism laws, which are used 
effectively against such people.

For the broader community, including the 
Taylor Walkers of the world, there is a need 
for continuing education and engagement.  
Unlike Walker though, who said ‘I’m going 
to lean on you, Robbie’, it is incumbent on 
all of us to personally take the initiative and 
educate or, in the case of my generation, 
re-educate ourselves. My formal education 
ignored the original custodians of the land, 
instead focussing on the “explorers” and 
European settlers.

Growing up in the 1950s and 1960s, racism 

was endemic.  Racist (and ethnic) jokes were 
commonly heard in the school ground and 
in the community.  Racism affected every 
important aspect of the lives of Aboriginal 
people. There was no concerted effort to push 
for change, at least until Aboriginal people 
were finally recognised in the Constitution as 
a result of the 1967 referendum.

It’s not enough to simply say ‘Well, I’m 
not a racist!’  You should call out racism 
where you see it or hear it.  You can take it 
upon yourself to find out more by reading, 
learning, having conversations and becoming 
an active supporter of the issues that concern 
Aboriginal people.  There are great rewards 
in celebrating the longest surviving human 
culture on the planet.  Every Australian 
should be proud of that history.

The ongoing scourge of racism

Waranga News  Volunteers always most Welcome!
5856 1120   or  wnews@iinet.net.au

by Tony Ford
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The problem of illegal firewood collection in our forests was highlighted 
recently in a reader’s contribution to the Waranga News (24/6/21). Yet 
the practice continues with seeming disregard for the wellbeing of our 
surrounding environment and its natural inhabitants.
Firewood can only be collected from designated areas and at designated 
times. However the fact that it is illegal to cut down trees in the Rushworth 
bush for firewood seems to be frequently ignored. 
Another of our readers confirms that the practice of illegal firewood 
collection continues. He writes “Whenever I walk in the bush I can find 
evidence of the illegal cutting down of old trees - nearly always dead trees, 
which are preferred by these criminals as they can be used for firewood 
without waiting for them to dry.”
These dead trees are very important for wildlife because they usually have 
hollows.  Our reader has provided photos of the destruction he discovered 
on the eastern side of Schade Lane just west of Rushworth.  One was cut 
down and the photo shows the hollow trunk.  An attempt was made to cut 
down another tree as shown by the chain saw cut at the base – presumably 
the offenders were disturbed and fled but no doubt they will be back.
As our previous contributor said, it’s time to “get active  and speak up”. 
Anyone seeing suspicious activity should take down details and report to 
the police.

Dead trees have wildlife value too 

(Left) A valuable hollow trunk is left exposed after the 
chainsaw’s action.
(Above)  The chainsaw cut at the tree base reveals an attempt 
to fell this wildlife friendly old tree. 

 
 The following is a list of unsolved crime for 
this period. Any information in relation to 
these unsolved crimes can be reported to the 
Rushworth Police Station on 58561000, or 
by calling Crime Stoppers on 1800333000 
if you wish to remain anonymous. Any as-
sistance is greatly appreciated by the police 
and our victims. 
 - A theft occurred at the Balaclava Mine in 
Reedy Lake Road Whroo between 3.30pm 
on 01/07/21 and 3.30pm on 02/08/21. A 
history sign about the mine was stolen from 
the observation deck. 
- A burglary occurred overnight on 09/08/21 
at a property on Old Lead Road in Rushworth. 
Cash and a motor vehicle were stolen valued 
at $3000. Unfortunately the premises was 
not secured at the time.
- A burglary to a shed occurred at 11.25 p.m. 
on 10/08/21, at a High Street Rushworth 
premises. Two offenders were disturbed 
and decamped the scene in a motor vehicle 
with garden equipment and tools valued at 
approximately $2400. 
- Shipping containers were broken into at 

a Coy Road Rushworth property between 
4.00pm on 08/08/21 and 8.00am on 
11/08/21. Three motor bikes and a Rhino 
tractor were stolen. A further theft at this 
same property occurred between 4.00pm 
on 11/08/21 and 4pm on 14/08/21. A large 
quantity of automotive paint was stolen 
from an open shed. Police from Rushworth 
and Echuca have since executed a number of 
search warrants in the Rushworth area and 
recovered some of the property from these 
incidents. 
- A shipping container was broken into at 
the Runnymede Cemetery between 5pm 
on 14/08/21 and 9.00 am on 15/08/21. 
Garden equipment was stolen valued at 
approximately $7500. 
 Police also responded to five family 
violence incidents during this period in 
the Rushworth area. On 22/08/21 an 18yo 
male was located in possession of cannabis. 
He was subsequently issued with a drug 
caution. Police have also issued a total of 20 
infringement notices for a variety of traffic 
offences, but mainly speeding during this 

period. Five drivers have also been charged 
with driving whilst exceeding the prescribed 
concentration of drugs. This is an alarming 
number and local police will continue to 
drug test drivers when intercepted. 
 In other matters of local interest the 
roadworks in town continue to progress, 
and can we request that everyone remains 
patient and obeys the speed limit signs. It is 
frustrating for all but hopefully when its all 
finished we will have a beautiful main street. 
I recently went to the Colbinabbin Store for a 
coffee. The girls working provided great and 
friendly service, with the coffee a highlight. 
Please continue to support our local stores 
when you can. 
Well that wraps up another police report. 
Unfortunately with footy finals starting it 
will be a boring series with no Tigers taking 
part. Anyway stay safe and healthy as we 
progress towards Christmas. 
Until we chat again, take care,   

Steve THOMSON                
 

Police Beat
Greetings all and welcome to the police report for the Rushworth Police Service Area, for the period 26/07/21 to 26/08/21.
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Try bowls!
Having been a resident of Rushworth for 25+ 
years I’ve watched the decline in membership 
of many of the clubs and organizations in the 
town. In recent times we have seen the demise 
of the Lions Club and the Masonic Lodge. 
The struggle by the Rushworth Football/
Netball club to field teams and fill committee 
positions for the current season has been well 
documented.
Tennis, cricket, the Rushworth Fire Brigade 
and SES, to name a few, are all in need of an 
influx of members.
We have terrific facilities in town with the 
upgraded “Ironbark Stadium” and new fire 
station. It would be a shame to see these 
standing idle.
As the current President of the Rushworth 
Bowls Club and a member for many years, I 
have also watched the decrease in our bowler 
numbers.
The R.B.C. has been around for in excess of 
100 years and was one of the original clubs in 
the Goulburn Valley Association. So a long, 
proud history!
We have a modern clubhouse and two 
greens, with lots of work being performed by 
enthusiastic members to better these facilities.
The club fields four pennant teams, two 
Midweek and two Saturday, all of which are 
now open bowls (men and women can play 
either competition).
A wonderful Thursday competition is run 
during the winter months, providing a great 
social day out. We also offer social night 
bowls in the summer months and would love 
to see this grow.
Full membership of the club allows you to 
play pennant, club events, tournaments etc. 
HOWEVER we also welcome people as 
social members only.
If you have given any thought to “trying 
bowls” we would welcome you with open 
arms.
Our Secretary Deb Thompson  0417561407 
or President Jean Sprague 0419100954 would 
be more than happy to have a chat, answer any 
questions and if you are interested, organise a 
time to “give it a go”.

Jean Sprague
Rushworth

Your Pages 1 and 3 spreads last issue covered 
the sad tale of the unsympathetic treatment of 
High Street very well.  It is clear from a total 
of 300 signatures on two petitions achieved 
in 48 hours, that a quarter of the population 
of Rushworth and environs appear to be 
unhappy with what is being done.  The 
petitions called for a halt to construction 
of the pedestrian outstands, as they were 
considered inappropriate both in regard to 
their location, and design.
Rushworth, and particularly the area 
centred on High Street, was declared by 
the National Trust in 1982 to be “an urban 
conservation area of special significance.” 
From the publication Aussie Towns, “There 
is something spectacular about Rushworth’s 
main street.  It is so wide and so elegant with 
historic buildings on either side and a huge 
median strip.  It must be one of the most 
impressive main streets in rural Victoria.”
The response to the petition and appeals from 
locals was disappointing in the extreme.  
Firstly, the petitions would not be tabled 
at the next Council meeting because of 
governance rules imposing a timing limit on 
such submissions.  Fair enough if they are the 
rules, but should that mean Council need not 
heed the concerns of its constituents?  The 
Council CEO in his response to the petitions 
said, “The community consultation process, 
along with the heritage overlay and other 
planning provisions have shaped the outcome 
and informed the Council’s resolution to 
proceed with these works.”
Consultation is a difficult concept.  Does 

advertising that plans are available for 
viewing at Council offices constitute 
consultation?  Is calling a public meeting 
and assuming when only two men and a 
dog turn up, then everyone else is happy?  
I sympathise with local government when 
they do advertise a proposed plan.  They get 
little if any feedback, and then all hell breaks 
loose when they act.  So in the end, it must be 
the Council’s role and responsibility to look 
deeper into the impact of what they do, and 
not just rely on public apathy to cover their 
shortcomings.
I have heard from more than one source (I 
wasn’t there), that the assurance at a public 
meeting was that the pedestrian outstands 
would be defined by painted lines on the 
road, not concrete structures, thereby not 
presenting physical barriers.  This assurance 
was clearly either ignored, or not conveyed 
to the design team.  Likewise, why choose to 
locate the pedestrian outstand right in front 
of the medical centre where parking is most 
needed?  It is not a defence to point out that 
the plans on display clearly showed what 
was proposed. For many people, engineering 
plans are unreadable.
The Port of Echuca is not the only heritage 
treasure in the Shire, important as it is.  
Council should recognise that in Rushworth, 
it has custodianship of a heritage jewel 
of importance, not only to the Rushworth 
community, but to the State and the Nation.  I 
don’t think they are trying hard enough.

Clem Furphy, 
Corop

What makes ‘consultation’?

Have your say ! Readers are invited to contribute their letters, opinion pieces and 
ideas to these pages. 

Campbell-Smith & Associates
Certified Practicing Accountant

ABN: 56 112 042 138
Principal: Don Campbell-Smith ABIA AIIA B.Bus. CPA

Specialising in Personal Tax Returns
Local Representative: Donelle Robinson

211 Nine Mile Road (PO Box 240), Rushworth Victoria 3612
Ph: 03 58561153      Mob: 0400 920 850     

 Email: donelle.robinson@gmail.com

Give me a call for friendly professional service!

Radiator Service
• Car, Truck, 4WDs
• Repairs, Recores & Assemblies
• Industrial & Agricultural
• Air Conditioning
• 3 year Australia wide warranty

20 Campbell Street, Shepparton
Phone (03) 5821 8500

Fax (03) 5821 8462
natrad.com.au As good as newNip into Natrad

New Women’s Range from 
Roogenic is now available 
and in stock - plus lots of 
balloons and gifts.

Open: Thurs 1-5, Fri 9-5, 
Sat/Sun 10-3, Monday 9-1
21 High St Rushworth

ebay/balloonsandstaff
“More than just balloons”

Phone:  0418 571 673           Bruce & Gwen
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Government funding package 
for businesses
The Victorian Government has announced a package of automatic cash grants which 
will provide regional Victorian businesses with the support they need following the 
extension of the current lockdown to the whole state.

Lockdown directions 
commenced at 1:00pm 
on Saturday, 21 August in 
regional Victoria and will 
continue until 11:59pm 
on Friday, 2 September, 
aligning with restrictions in 
metropolitan Melbourne.
Grants to be paid through 
the new $146.6 million 
initiative, jointly funded 
by the Commonwealth and 
Victorian Governments, 
will be made automatically 
without the need for regional 
businesses to make an 
application.
The support announced over 
the weekend builds on the 
package announced on 19 
August and comprises:
Business Costs 
Assistance Program
Around 18,000 businesses 
in regional Victoria will 
automatically receive 
payments of $5,600 ($2,800 
per week) if they have 
previously received grants 
under the Business Costs 
Assistance Round Two or 
July Extension programs. 
The payments will allow 
businesses to continue 
paying overheads and other 
costs while they are unable 
to operate.

Licensed Hospitality 
Venue Fund
Automatic payments of 
$5,000, $10,000 or $20,000 
per week will be made to 
more than 2,000 licensed 
hospitality premises in 
regional Victoria that 
have previously received 
grants under the Licensed 
Hospitality Venue Fund 2021 
or July Extension programs.
Payment amounts will 
be tiered according to a 
premises’ capacity: $5,000 
for a capacity of up to 99 
patrons, $10,000 for 100-
499 patrons, or $20,000 for 
a capacity of 500 patrons or 
more. 
COVID-19 Disaster 
Payments
Eligible workers who lose 
work due to the lockdown can 
access the Commonwealth’s 
COVID-19 Disaster 
Payment, as can sole-
traders who do not qualify 
for Victorian Government 
support programs.
The payment is $450 for 
people who have lost 8-20 
hours work over seven days 
or $750 for 20 hours or more 
of work lost.
Business owners who 

want help applying for the 
Commonwealth COVID-19 
Disaster Payment can 
access the Business Victoria 
Concierge Service on 13 22 
15.
Small Business 
COVID Hardship 
Fund
Businesses in regional 
Victoria that do not qualify 
for this new support and have 
experienced a reduction in 
revenue of at least 70 per cent 
are encouraged to apply for 
the Small Business COVID 
Hardship Fund, which 
provides grants of $14,000 to 
successful applicants.
More information about 
business support programs 
is available at business.vic.
gov.au
All Victorians are encouraged 
to book their vaccination 
appointment by visiting 
portal.cvms.vic.gov.au or 
by phoning the Coronavirus 
hotline on 1800 675 398.

Visit coronavirus.vic.gov.au/
vaccination-centres for more 
information on Victoria’s 
vaccination centres, including 
locations and opening hours.

Council Plan 
and Financial 
Plan out for 
comment
Campaspe Shire Council has released two 
key documents, now open for community 
comment.
Mayor, Cr Chrissy Weller said the four year 
draft Council Plan sets the strategic direction 
and the ten year draft Financial Plan describes 
the financial resources required to support 
the Council Plan and other key strategic 
documents.
“Our Council Plan sets our commitment to the 
community, outlines what will be delivered, 
how it will be delivered, and how progress 
will be measured,” Cr Weller said.
“Developing a Council Plan is a requirement 
of every new Council and has been shaped 
by the community engagement process we 
started in January through the ‘Campaspe: 
Thriving Together’ program.”
The strategic directions of the Council Plan 
are:
• Well planned places
• Growing quality of life
• Flourishing diverse local economies
• Resilient protected and healthy natural 
environment
The Council Plan also acknowledges that 
Council is unable to achieve everything 
working in isolation. It must work in 
partnership, advocate or lobby on behalf of 
the community and lead others.
Also out for comment is the Financial Plan, 
a new document required by the Local 
Government Act 2020.
“The Financial Plan links to the achievement 
of the community vision and the Council 
Plan,” the Mayor added.
Community comments close on Wednesday, 
22 September, with both documents to be 
presented to the 20 October Council meeting 
for adoption.
Full details and a quick online comment form 
are available on Council’s website, under the 
‘Now Open’ section.

Free Home Delivery: 
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday Only - cut off time 12pm

Phone : 5856 1441

OUR FRIENDLY STAFF LOOK FORWARD 
TO SERVING YOU!

COGHLAN’S  plus

LIQUOR
Open 9am to 5pm on Sundays!

Check out our weekly and monthly
 specials on:

GROCERIES    FRUIT & VEG    DELI    
DAIRY & FREEZER    MEAT    LIQUORFOR THE FINEST QUALITY 

MEATS
Stocking:  Bulk Meat Packs

     Local Fresh Vegies
    Ironbark apiaries honey

     Fresh Fish avail Wed Arvo
     Portable coolroom for hire

PERRY’S 
BUTCHERY

3 High Street 
Rushworth 
5856 1437

Phone orders welcome
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Around our schools   Around our schools Around our schools  Around our schools Around our 

St Mary’s students ace home learning
As we enter into another remote learning we are still keeping our spirits high at St Mary’s. Thank you to our wonderful parents for 
all the hard work that’s being put in to ensure our students succeed!

Lailah remote learningZoe Remote learning

Corey remote learning

Pippa remote learning
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Health and Wellbeing

For class times & 
information

contact Sue Barlow
0438 523 415

sue@mudhutyoga.com.au
www.mudhutyoga.com.au

mediconsul pharmacy
                                                                    YOUR HEALTH. OUR CARE.

11 High Street, RUSHWORTH, 3612

Phone 03 5856 1402
Lawrence Nguyen (Proprietor)

New hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am - 5.00pm

 Are you a LifeClub™ member?
Join up now and you can receive vouchers, prizes and much more.  
All you need to do is visit Rushworth Pharmacy and we join you up.

* Excludes prescriptions. Voucher is not transferable and cannot be used in 
conjunction with any other offer.

Revisiting COVID tips  
A ‘mind health’ tip – 
morning notes
When these tips were published last year 
who would have thought we would still 
need them this year.  
One of the issues that has come to the fore 
during the COVID-19 pandemic is a rise 
in the incidence of people experiencing 
poor mental health.  For example, people 
who are used to having lots of other people 
around them might get depressed as a result 
of enforced social isolation.  Employment, 
money and housing concerns can cause a 
spike in anxiety.

The rise in mental health issues can 
worsen symptoms for those who had existing 
issue before the pandemic, but can also 
initiate them for some people who have never 
experienced issues in the past.

There is plenty of advice out there about 
what you can do to address mental health 
issues after they arise.  However, it is good 
to get into the habit of doing regular exercises 
that might stop them arising in the first 
place.  We don’t think twice about exercising 
to maintain our physical health, and many 
people have a program in place to do just that.  
However, we are far less likely to have a good 
mental health plan in place.

One simple technique that can be used 
is what’s referred to as “morning notes”.  
Variations on this idea come from many 
different sources, including a program called 
“The Artist’s Way”, which you can look up 
if you are interested.  The main goal in that 
program was to enhance creativity, but it 
works just as well in reducing the impact of 
anxiety and depression.  If you experience 
insomnia, try it in the middle of the night 
when your mind is racing and stopping you 
sleeping.

Here’s how . . . 
The technique is as follows - first thing 

in the morning, before brekky, you sit down 
and just write out longhand (no computers) 
everything that’s on your mind.  Just get it all 
out, good or bad.  Don’t edit or worry about 
grammar.  Have a rant if you want to.  Aim to 
write for about 15-20 minutes, or maybe do a 
page of an exercise book each day.

It’s not a diary and not something that you 
ever read back over.  You throw it out after 
you’ve done it.  It tends to clear your mind 
for the day ahead.  The simple act of putting 
things down on paper can be a relief in many 
ways. You can also use the notes to make a 
plan for the coming day/week etc – important 
in these times.  When you commit a list of 
jobs to paper, you are more likely to do them 
than if you just think about it.  Ticking them 
off gives you a sense of achievement.

Give it a try over a couple of weeks, 
writing every morning.  It won’t work for 
everyone, but you might just be one of 
those who gains benefit from writing regular 
morning notes.

Hearing tests 
are available at 
Mediconsul
Rushworth Pharmacy
6 October
10.30 to 2.30
Phone 5856 1402
for full details

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Murchison Retirement Village Inc.

ABN 29 140 412 893
25-27 Impey Street, Murchison,  3610

Correspondence to: P.O. Box 29, Murchison, Victoria, 3610
Email:  Wybalena25@gmail.com

The Annual General Meeting of Members of Murchison Retirement Village 
(Wybalena) will be held on:  Wednesday 13th October, 2021 at 2pm in the 
Community Room at the Retirement Village.
AGENDA:
1.	 To	confirm	the	minutes	of	the	AGM	held	on	16th	December,	2020.
2.	 President’s	Report
3.	 Treasurer’s	Report
4. Election of Committee of Management 
5.	 Appointment	of	Auditor
6.	 Any	other	business	which	has	been	received	in	writing	at	least	5	days
		 prior	to	the	Annual	General	Meeting.
Nominations	for	the	Committee	of	Management	must	be	in	writing	and	received	
by the Secretary at least  
							one	day	prior	to	the	AGM.	(Forms	available	from	the	Secretary.)
 Covid-19 restrictions that are current at the time of the meeting will apply

Margaret McMaster
Hon. Secretary

0417 262 213

The power of love to change bodies is legendary, built into folklore, common sense, 
and everyday experience.  Love moves the flesh, it pushes matter around.... Throughout 
history, “tender loving care” has uniformly been recognized as a valuable element in 
healing.  ~Larry Dossey
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Kirsty Ramadan from BoHollow Wildlife 
is a wildlife rescue expert.  Here she 
shares some of her knowledge about our 
very familiar wildlife neighbours.

All about wildlife

F o r  i n j u r e d  w i l d l i f e  c o n t a c t  K i r s t y  a t  B o h o l l o w  o n :  0 4 4 7  6 3 6  9 5 3

It’s strange times we live in. The last week 
or so has been terribly difficult for many as 
so many people we know in Shepparton have 
been in full isolation in their homes. I 
hope everyone is staying safe out there. 
Bohollow is still fully operational under 
permits and able to attend rescues 24/7 
as we are considered a critical service. If 
you find wildlife in trouble we are still 
available to call and to help you and our 
wildlife. 
It is the final day of Winter and Spring 
has jumped the gun with baby critters 
coming into the shelter for the last month 
or so. Deb has been flat out with roo and 
possum joeys and the spring ducklings 
have already begun to arrive.
It is a wonderful time of year to be 
observant of things happening in your 
backyard and our surrounding bushland. 
One species to keep an eye out for are our 
Spur-winged Plovers, otherwise known 
as the Masked Lapwing. These birds 
begun nesting awhile ago and many eggs 
have recently hatched or just hatching. 
These birds usually nest on the ground 
in quite open spots, also quite dangerous 
spots such as the centre of roundabouts, 
in carparks, driveways or roadsides. They 
have also taken to nesting on flat rooftops 
in the last five or so years which I think is 
a clever adaptation to combat predation 
of domestic cats and dogs. Plover chicks are 
very fragile for the first few days and often 
run into trouble. We get many calls each year 
about swooping plovers. Our advice is to 
ride it out. I have never seen or heard of a 
plover actually connecting with anyone with 
their swooping antics. They are very noisy 
while swooping and it is an act intending to 
intimidate potential predators, namely us. 
Once hatched and chicks are strong enough, 
parents often move babes to more appropriate 
places. It is illegal to destroy nests and if you 
do remove eggs, you are just prolonging the 
entire process as they usually nest again in the 
same area. 
Magpies are getting very active as well and 
the swooping season has begun. Less than 
10% of breeding magpies actually swoop 
and a minuscule amount actually connect 
when they swoop. It has also been found that 
birds who swoop have often been harassed 
or disturbed by people in the past. This isn’t 
always the case but is one of the reasons why 
we see swooping a lot in schools where kids 
have thrown things at nests and caused the 
birds to become defensive. Magpies are less 

likely to swoop when 
they trust that we are 
not a threat to their 

nest or young. As soon as young leave the 
nest swooping ceases. 

While at a pelican rescue in Tatura a couple 
of weeks ago I saw a Red Wattle Bird tending 
to young chicks in a nest so our honeyeater 
species are also beginning to nest if they 
haven’t already started to do so.
There are ducklings popping up everywhere 
at the moment. Please be vigilant and 
understanding when you see duck families 
moving around. Many are navigating through 
our rural towns and roads as they move 
their ducklings from their nest sites to more 
appropriate feeding grounds.
A fortnight ago I was called by the Shepparton 
Bunnings store to catch an owl who was flying 
around the store unable to get out. These 
rescues are always a real challenge and with 
a warehouse as large as Bunnings with many 
obstacles such as shelving, hanging lights and 
signs from the roof and customers throughout 
the store. This makes wielding poles and nets 
the height of the roof physically demanding 
and time consuming. It took a long time for us 
to even find the bird initially after searching 
the entire store several times. Finally, the poor 
owl suddenly appeared on a roof beam where 

we had already searched. We put two lots of 
poles together, Tanya working on one set of 
poles and I on another. My son Daniel was put 
to work as our spotter, we all kept in contact 
with our phones while we moved around the 

store. Each time the owl was located we 
would move into position with our nets. 
When you are netting something on a roof 
strut or beam you need to have a net either 
side of the bird or they will obviously just 
fly in the other direction to the incoming net. 
This is a method which takes co-ordination, 
experience and being able to pre-empt the 
bird’s actions, and of course, a bit of luck! 
The other challenge is that once you net a 
bird at roof height, you then have to bring 
it safely to the ground without it getting 
out of the net, another reason why we use 
two nets together so we can enclose them 
totally to bring them to the ground. These 
type of rescues are always high energy and 
can take anywhere from 15mins to many 
hours and sometimes even days on the odd 
occasion, depending on our access time into 
work places. Each time we attempted to net 
the owl and he flew off again, we relied on 
Daniel to keep track of him, which is no 
mean feat in a store where shelving and the 
shear size of the place restricts your view. 
Sometimes we would lose the bird for 15 
minutes or more before his location was 
discovered again. After four failed attempts 
at netting with each one being extremely 
close to getting him, I was confident that 
we would get him as he seemed exhausted 

from the start. We lost him again and I found 
him in isle 28, sitting on a roof strut in the 
centre of the isle, also the highest point of the 
roof. I contacted Tanya and waited for her 
to get to me then we carefully moved into 
position. I managed to net him cleanly and 
Tanya quickly closed his escape by bringing 
her net to mine. We struggled a little to keep 
the nets together on the way down but he was 
well inside the net and remained there while I 
made the decision to quickly bring the net to 
the ground before he was able to work himself 
out. We had him! Two hours and a good work 
out but we had him. The poor Barn Owl was 
extremely underweight so is currently in 
care at Bohollow building his weight back 
up for release. Rescues like these are truly 
team efforts and I thank Tanya and Daniel for 
being the best rescue crew I could ever have. 
We always feel like celebrating when we are 
successful at tricky rescues like these and 
the sense of camaraderie is exhilarating and 
strong amongst us as we all know we have 
played our part.  

Owl visits Bunnings
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On the Brink by Neil Laurie
Looking at endangered or extinct flora and fauna.  

De-extinction
To date, no extinct species has been resurrected; once a species is gone it has been 

gone for good. This alone is a reason to try to preserve what we have. But there are other 
reasons why we should be doing more to preserve our endangered species.

Many species may have become extinct before they are discovered. For example, 
there are plant and insect species in the Amazon rainforest that are lost due to deforesta-
tion. The rainforest and its species have been a wonderful source for modern pharmaceu-
tical solutions. It is feared we may be losing potential medicines at a time when we need 
new treatments more than ever.

All species have evolved to fill a niche in their ecosystems. The removal of a species 
from an ecosystem can upset its balance. For example, the decline of bees in some parts 
of the world has meant that some plants that rely on bees for cross-pollination are also in 
trouble and there are real fears that food crops will also be affected. Remove a predator 
from an ecosystem and its prey will experience a population explosion. In Australia the 
biggest predators of flying insects are bats. They eat their own weight in insects each 
night, but remove mature trees with their nesting hollows and the bats will become lo-
cally extinct and insects will proliferate. By keeping the trees and the bats farmers will 
not need to use as many pesticides.

The weakest argument for the preservation of endangered species is perhaps the most 
important to us. Many species enrich our lives. Remove them and our world becomes a 
‘greyer’ place to live. Seeing a rare, endangered species is truly a magical experience and 
will be remembered for a lifetime. Sometimes the thought of losing a species will spur 
us to take great measures to preserve it. The efforts to save the bilby and the Tasmanian 
devil are two such examples. Most Australians hate the idea of losing either of these 
animals. Unfortunately, not all endangered species are as prominent and don’t receive 
the media coverage.

One of the more controversial aspects of species extinction is the work being done 
towards resurrecting extinct species. There are a number of arguments against this:

•  Extinction is part of the evolutionary process and should not be interfered with. 
•  It is pointless to resurrect a species unless the causes for its demise are remedied. 
•  The resources spent on resurrecting an extinct species could be better spent on  
    saving endangered species.
•  Some religious groups see it as too much like playing at being God.
•  It is too difficult.

Regardless of the arguments against resurrecting extinct species scientists have been 
working on several techniques to do just that. 

The simplest technique is suited to when a closely related species or sub-species 
becomes extinct. The closely related species is selectively bred to bring out the traits 
of its extinct relative. This process is called back breeding. A prime candidate for back 
breeding is the quagga, a sub-species of the plains zebra. The quagga had the usual zebra 
stripes except for on its abdomen, which was a solid dark brown. This trait has been 
encouraged through the selective breeding of plains zebras, although genetically the new 
quagga still differs genetically to the original.

Cloning is often cited as a means to bring back extinct species. It involves transfer-
ring a cell nucleus from an adult animal into the egg of a donor animal. If it starts divid-
ing, the embryo can be implanted into the donor animal. Cloning has improved since the 
days of Dolly the sheep but the success rate is still low. Using cloning to bring back an 
extinct species is even more difficult. First, finding a viable cell nucleus from an animal 
that is extinct is something of a longshot. Secondly, the donor/surrogate needs to be of a 
very closely related species. The only time this was successfully achieved was when the 
Pyrenian ibex, a species of mountain sheep declared extinct in 2000, was cloned. How-
ever, the clone died shortly after being born. At present it is unlikely that a mammoth can 
be cloned using a permafrost frozen nucleus and an elephant donor.

The third way an extinct species may be brought back is to use CRISPR technology 
to edit genes in a closely related species and to add genes recovered from the extinct spe-
cies. This is a new technology which is showing promising results. Initially it is planned 
to simply modify a species with a trait from the extinct species, ie. adding the wooly 
mammoth gene for hair to an Indian elephant.

At present the only solution to extinction is to not let it happen in the first place. 
There is a compelling argument to protect species and their habitats - at present, once a 
species is gone, it is gone.

Celebrate Nature 
Book Week with 
Free Online Events 
for kids
To celebrate Nature Book Week (6-12 
September), The Wilderness Society 
brings together a series of free online talks 
and live readings for kids to embark on a 
wilderness adventure, answering all their 
curiosities and feeding imaginations.

Science communicator and Nature Book 
Week Ambassador Dr Jen Martin said “When 
kids read about our natural world, they 
feel more connected to nature. And feeling 
connected to nature helps us all to understand 
how precious our natural environment is, and 
how important it is we protect it.”

“This Nature Book Week we’re offering 
kids stuck at home an opportunity to escape, 
learn and be entertained by a whole lot of fun-
filled online activities,” said Dr Martin.
Nature Book Week Events Include: 

Threatened Species Day - Tues 7 
September, 1PM. 

Does your child have a question (or five!) 
about Australian plants or wildlife? Questions 
like, how fast can a kangaroo hop, or why 
does the kookaburra laugh? Join Nature Book 
Week Ambassador Dr Jen Martin, Professor 
Euan Ritchie and conservation biologist 
Dr Kylie Soanes on Facebook Live as they 
answer questions from your kids.

Storytime with Rove McManus – Wed 8 
September, 10AM.

Join author Rove McManus as he 
reads the 2021 Environment Award for 
Children’s Literature shortlisted book, Larry 
Leadbeater: Field notes from a Fairy Possum. 
Larry Leadbeater: Field notes from a Fairy 
Possum by Jo Watson (published by Little 
Steps Publishing) follows Larry—a tiny fairy 
possum with a tremendous problem. He’s on 
a mission to find a home that’s just right for 
him. Brimming with friendship and optimism, 
his adventure invites us into a world where 
even the most challenging circumstances can 
be overcome

A Conversation with Corey Tutt from 
Deadly Science - Thurs 9 September, 1PM. 

Join Nature Book Week Ambassador 
Dr Jen Martin as she talks with author and 
founder of Deadly Science, Corey Tutt. Corey 
has edited two excellent books working with 
Australian Geographic—Animal Adaptations 
and Wild Weather—and is the author of 
the upcoming book, The First Scientists 
(illustrated by Blak Douglas, published by 
Hardie Grant Explore).
Storytime with Maree McCarthy Yoelu 
- Thurs 9 September, 10:30AM. 
Beneath the dark sky of the Northern Territory, 
Hippy-Boy is captivated when Great-Grandpa 
Liman tells him the mysterious story of his 
brother and how it guides his connection to 
Country. Join author Maree McCarthy Yoelu 
as she reads her 2021 Environment Award 
for Children’s Literature shortlisted book, 
Brother Moon—illustrated by Samantha Fry, 
published by Magabala Books.
Visit http://www.eacl.org.au/
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Victoria’s sixth lockdown persists as the State Government’s battle against the COVID-19 Delta Strain continues, and 
many business undertakings across the State are curtailed. The same is true of most the Rushweorth Community House’s 
activities, including classes, workshops, the Art Depot, Men’s Shed and Community Garden.

Community House open only for access 
to Australian Government Access Point

When it comes to lockdowns, Rushworth residents are very lucky that the Waranga Basin and our fabulous forests are so close to town. 
Photo opportunities abound, as evidenced by these recent images of the basin high water and Leopard (Golden Guinea) Orchids taken 
close to the town by Community House President Cass Alexander.

At present, the House is only open on 
weekdays between 10am and 12 noon, and 
specifically for people to use the Australian 
Government Access Point, located adjacent 
to the reception desk.

People wishing to use the Community 
House for any other purpose (including 
accessing the public-use computers) cannot 
be granted entry.

House Manager Anita Pirie indicated 
that it was regrettable that activities other 
than use of the access point for Centrelink/
Medicare/ATO purposes were prohibited, but 
indicated that the House had to comply with 
government lockdown directives.

Ms. Pirie further indicated that 
Neighbourhood and Community Houses 
across Victoria which did not have federal 
government Access Points were required to 
close completely.

Masking up mandatory?Masking up mandatory?
People using the Access Point are required 

to log in using the Community House COVID 
QR Code and avail themselves of hand-
sanitiser located in multiple bottles adjacent 
to the QR Code signs.

Anyone who cannot use the QR Code is 
required to sign a COVID register to permit 
contact tracing should the need arise.

At present, access to the House also 
requires wearing a mask, or displaying a 
certificate of exemption from an authorised 
issuing officer such as a doctor. This stance 
has been adopted to protect staff, volunteers 
and other members of the public who come in 
to use the Access Point.

As this edition goes to press, House 
Manager Anita Pirie has placed a formal 
request for clarification from the Australian 
Government to confirm the appropriateness 
of the decision to require wearing of masks 
within the Community House. If so directed, 
the requirement may be lifted; until then, 
mask wearing is mandatory in the House.

Other RCH services and activities affected by COVID
As indicated above, many of Rushworth 
Community House’s activities and 
services have been heavily impacted by 
the COVID-19 pandemic and associated 
closures.

RCH had scheduled a two-house “Living 
at Home for Longer” session to be conducted 
by Mr Lloyd Howlett from Latrobe University 
on Thursday 9 September. The seminar was 
designed to advise seniors in our community 
about the many services and savings to which 
they may be entitled, thereby allowing them 
to continue living independently for longer.

Living at Home for Longer will hopefully 
be delivered later in the year and people who 
would like to attend the delayed session can 
call the Community House and register their 
interest (or leave a message with their name 
and phone number).

gotafe coming to Rushygotafe coming to Rushy
RCH partner gotafe will be operating 

a mobile campus in Rushworth between 
Thursday 23 September and the morning of 
Tuesday, 28th September COVID permitting.

The mobile campus will show people of 

all ages how they can benefit from the vast  
array of subjects offered by this popular 
educational establishment. Please call the 
House for details.

First Aid training at RCHFirst Aid training at RCH
RCH hopes to run a range of First Aid 

courses later this year, subject again to 
COVID-19 restrictions. The dates and times 
of the sessions are yet to be confirmed.

If you or your organisation are interested 
in undertaking this valuable training, please 
ring the House to confirm your interest. 

Making your exercise sessions count during lockdowns

Rushworth Community HouseRushworth Community House
67 High Street Rushworth Vic 361267 High Street Rushworth Vic 3612

Phone: (03) 5856 1295 Phone: (03) 5856 1295 
OPEN : OPEN : Mon Tue Thu - 9 am to 3 pmMon Tue Thu - 9 am to 3 pm :  : Wed Fri - 9 am to 1 pmWed Fri - 9 am to 1 pm

Email: admin@rushcomhouse.org.au  Web: www.rushcomhouse.org.auEmail: admin@rushcomhouse.org.au  Web: www.rushcomhouse.org.au  
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Arts & Tourism
                               Places to stay, things to do and see in our district

This page is proudly 

sponsored by:

www.kennedyvintners.com.au

Kennedy Cambria (Reserve) 2015, Kennedy Shiraz 2017, Henrietta Rosé 2019,  Henrietta Shiraz 2019 now 

available at Coghlan’s IGA Rushworth and being served at Colbinabbin Country Hotel.

What to do? – I’m bored!
How many times over the last weeks have the kids said that to you or you have said to 
yourself.  Do not despair, I have chanced upon a website with an activity that the whole 
family can get involved with.  If you google the SLOW Stitch Community Group, which 
was founded by textile teacher Yvonne Fuchs, you will see some great projects.

Basically, all you need to be able to do is 
a running stitch – even very young children 
can do that.  Also some scraps of material, 
anything from 5cm square upwards and in 
whatever shape you want.  Use embroidery 
cotton, crochet thread or even string and just 
start doing stitches around the material.  You 
could do a circle with different colours, a 
square in one colour but with another colour 
woven into it.  Or just do lots of stitches in 
any direction.  Yvonne Fuchs explains the 
idea of it very well in a free video on her site, 
but the idea is to do each stitch thoughtfully 
and become absorbed in the stitching.  A bit 
like meditation. Members on the site come 
from all over the world.

Some of the users of the group do far 
more complicated things (a superb waistcoat 
or tote bag) but others just do lots of these 
small scraps and then sew them on a larger 
piece of material to form mats, bags, badges, 
mobiles and many, many other things.  My 
thought is that this would be a great family 
project.  Other family members that you 
can’t visit at the moment could also do some 
‘scraps’ and post them to you.  Or you could 
send your family scraps to a crafty relative 
to put together in an object.  Think book 
covers, photo frames or even – now I’ve had 
a brain wave – how about stitching Christmas 
ornaments to put on Rushworth’s Christmas 
trees.

Old clothes, sacks, old tablecloths can all 
be used.  If you wanted a real country look for 
the back of verandah chair choose a grain sack 
and orange string (with a big needle!)  This 
would be an ideal time to teach youngsters 

some different stitches as well and maybe 
inspire a lifetime hobby.  I’m not excluding 
males.  I have seen some superb stitching and 
knitting by males that fetch very high prices 
on the market.

I recently came across a plastic shopping 
bag, a vivid green and moulded to look like 
aida cloth (used for cross stitch).  I added 
buttons and then did some simple running 
stitching in random lines and now have a 
lovely bright bag that cheers me up whenever 
I take it out to shop. It cheers other people up 
as well.

I do hope you have a go at this slow 
stitching idea, at least take a look at the 
website for inspiration.

Happy stitching,
Heather Wellington

Op shop bag transformed using bright 
buttons and stitching.

Kyabram Town Hall Gallery
Exhibitions

• ELVIS PRESLEY MEMORABILIA- Isobel 
Harvie Gallery

• REMINISCE - WEDDING GOWNS from 
1910-2010 - Classic Gallery

• Splinter Contemporary Artists - INVERSION
• EXPERIENCE PLACE Bev Dowd/Amanda 

Hocking - Community Gallery
• OZQUILT AW7 small quilt textiles touring 

Open 10-4 daily except Sunday
5852 1546  or  0490 371 641
www.kyabramtownhall.com.au

Experiencing Place
at Kyabram Town 
Hall Gallery 
postponed (again)

The exhibition which was due to be seen 
in early August has been closed down again 
due to the latest Covid 19 lockdown.

Artists Beverley Dowd and Amanda 
Hocking from Shepparton have more than 30 
artworks on display and ready for viewing as 
soon as the gallery can reopen.

Experiencing Place is not just an exhibition 
of landscapes but the artists are interested in 
capturing the emotional attachment to place, 
and a concern for the environment.

 

Artworks by Amanda Hocking (top two) 
and Beverley Dowd (above).

An example of fun slow stitching using 
various scraps and buttons.
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Fifty Years ago in our district...
Looking through the pages of past ‘Rushworth Chronicles’

 .....compiled by former district resident Alan McLean

Winter sport success 
half a century ago
By September 1971, there was finals action 
in winter sport, and a small boy’s fuel 
additive  upset the inner workings of his 
father’s motor mower!
Shire Council
Cr. Ken Day became Shire President, as 
Crs. Len Coyle, John Hammond and Allan 
Hammond from the new South-Eastern 
Riding, took their seats. 
Police changes
Senior Constable Gerry Berry, his wife Joan, 
and their family were farewelled at the Shire 
Hall, with speakers from the Youth Club, 
Golf Club, Football Club and the Catholic 
Church all praising their contribution. Music 
for the function was supplied by Frank West, 
Bob and Phil Stewart. Senior Constable 
John Curley was appointed to replace Gerry. 
(Gaylene Berry returned to become Gaylene 
Lambden.)
Hospital
The Waranga Memorial Hospital had been 
operating for ten years, and cost $66,793 
to run in the previous financial year, up 
a whopping $9,034 on the previous. The 
operating cost per bed per day was $20.58. 
(Volunteers on a Board ran the hospital fifty 
years ago, and the community raised most 
of the funds. How much per bed per day at 
the small hospital facility now at Waranga 
Health?)
Mower failure
Station Street man pulled away trying to 
start his mower for quite a while until his 
son advised that his little brother had “added 
to the petrol tank”. (Come on, use your 
imagination. The lad did not use the garden 
hose…..)
Schools
On grounds maintenance roster at Rushworth 
Primary were Noel Lacey (Basin caravan 
park), Bob Williams (CBC Bank), Graeme 
Hageman and Murray Hitchcock.
Personal
Marrying in Toorak, were Andrew Yuncken 
and Marie Elms, daughter of the recently-
retired Waranga Shire engineer.
Passing was Margaret Williamson, an aunt 
of Arthur (Barney) and Jack Rhodes of 
Rushworth.
At Murchison, Robert and Jenny Cochrane 
added Fiona to the family.
Sport
Rushworth netballers won the A-grade flag 
44-31 over Tooborac at Elmore. Rosalie 

Hawking, Margaret Cooper, Janet Mackinder, 
Pauline Wootton, Kathy Rhodes, Lynette 
Perry and Wilma Schade shared the victory. 
B-grade premiership went to Mount Pleasant, 
35-30 over Rushworth. Four players named 
for Mounts were Aileen Howard, Ann 
Tuohey, Theresa Gee and Maree Gastin. 
Rushworth had Kaye Potter, Judith Raglus, 
Bev Gray, Kathy Grigg, Leayne Hawking, 
Julie Pearce and Miriam Poulson.
Rushworth’s hockey team won the 
Shepparton Association B-grade premiership, 
with a team which included many first-
season players. Coach Cherry Roll delivered 
“fighting words” at half-time, before Marilyn 
McKeown smacked the ball into the net to 
defeat Combines 1-0. Val Perry, Rhonda 
Sullivan, Barbara Baker, Lorraine Flynn, 
Glenda Wood, Dorothy Price, Beth Shanks, 
Marie Slykerman and June Weaver went 
through the season undefeated. (I am still 
keen to find Cherry Roll, to ask about my 
Chemistry problem from Form 5. Why don’t 
the lasses arrange a 50-year reunion?)
Golf championships were progressing. Reg 
McIntosh defeated J. P. Williams, and Graham 
Muir beat Peter Home in A-grade. Mick Fox 
tipped out Bob Williams, and Jack Borger 
rolled Bill Cruz in B-grade. It was Noel Price 
over Aubrey Geisler, Gordon Raglus over 
Stephen Brown, and Ian Anderson beat Geoff 
Beck in C-grade. In D-grade, Wes Risstrom 
was too good for Alf Raglus, Max Richards 
beat Ron Hawking, as Ralph Barlow had an 
off-day against Ian W. Coyle, being eight 
holes behind with seven to play. (It is hard to 
imagine I. W. Coyle in D-grade!)
Alice Brown won an Associates event, 
ahead of Amy McIntosh, Beryl Home and 
Jean Jessup. (Do women play any golf at 
Rushworth these days? If not, why not?)
Tennis racquets were coming out of the 
cupboard. Rushworth entered six adult 
teams in the Tatura Association, challenging 
selectors John Brown, Nan Jessup and Ray 
Cheatley. President was Ted Whitehead, 
senior V-P John Brown, and the lucky role of 
junior V-P was filled by Bill Barlow. Season 
fees were set at $10.50 for gents, $8.50 for 
ladies (Discrimination!), juniors and students 
under-18 $4.
Football
The mountain men from Toolleen, backed 
by a few ex-radius players, scored 18-14 
to thrash favourites Heathcote 9-14 in the 
Senior grand final at Elmore. Captain-coach 
Ron Critchley (ex-Hawthorn) was dominant.
In the Seconds, hot favourites Rushworth 

“gave a dismal display for three quarters”, 
going down 8-15 to Elmore’s 11-7. The 
report by Alf Raglus shows Herb Barlow 
best (four goals), with Barry Thompson, Alan 
McLean, Mac Poole, Denis Ogden and Noel 
Lloyd. (I have only the vaguest recollection 
of even playing in the match. Different story 
if we had won!) 
The Thirds (Under-15s) were a week behind 
as Heathcote and Elmore played a draw, 
a replay needed as there was no “extra 
time” available. Finally, Rushworth Thirds, 
coached by High School teacher Keith 
Taylor, beat Heathcote 8-11 to 4-4 at Toolleen 
the following week. 
Taking a bow were Captain Ian Cruz, Bill 
Berry, Roly Miller, Twins Graeme and 
Anthony Grigg, Twins Trevor and Graeme 
Jones, Robert Raglus, Neville Thompson, 
Trevor Hawking, Gerard McArdle, Mark 
Mackinder, Ashley Risstrom, Craig Beck, 
Wayne Hageman, John McLean, Simon 
Fraser, Trevor Hawking, Ian Robbins (19th) 
and Trevor Risstrom (20th). Fourteen of 
these lads were not eligible for the following 
season, turning 15 before the closing date.
At Colbo, the jumpers had gone into 
mothballs, but trophy presentation night 
featured Keith Raynor (best and fairest), Bill 
Gerrand (runner-up) and Brendan Mullins 
(most consistent). These were ex-radius 
players who did well. Best local player 
award went to Graham Clark, ahead of Colin 
Hill. Most improved was youngster Kevin 
McTaggart.
Barry Duke was Colbo Seconds best and 
fairest, Ken McMurtrie most improved and 
Bob McLean the most consistent.
The Kyabram League was also a week behind, 
with Murchison Seconds winning through to 
the grand final (John Orr four goals) beating 
Girgarre. Murch Seniors failed to score a goal 
after half-time in the preliminary final, badly 
dusted by old rivals Nagambie.
Stanhope was also in mothball territory in 
the Goulburn Valley League, as captain-
coach Ian McDonald (appointed after Norm 
Carmody had resigned on the eve of the 
season), won the best and fairest, ahead of 
Maurie Gibbs and B. Collins. Robert Waller 
won the Seconds’ award, over Ian’s brother 
Ross McDonald. The Thirds’ best and fairest 
was Kerrin Walsh, by one vote from Peter 
Flanagan.
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So what’s so special about Graytown?  Is the 
history of this small ‘ghost  town’, now reduced to 
heaps of stone and rubble with barely  discernible 
roadways, any more interesting than many other 
historical townships  

Back in 1984, having recently arrived in 
Victoria and drawing the Queen’s shilling at 
Puckapunyal I packed up my family and camper 
trailer for a few days exploring the nearest 
goldfield.  I had been assured there was a good 
camping site – so it all sounded promising.  Also 
my family needed a break from the somewhat 
restricted atmosphere of an army married quarter 
patch.

There was running water in Spring Creek at 
that time and having set up a tidy campsite on the 
banks of Spring Creek I left the family enjoying 
their surroundings whilst I set off into the bush with 
map and compass to explore what had once been a 
booming gold rush township with a population of 
12,000 miners and had boasted numerous hotels, 
grog shanties, businesses and family homes.

With a little imagination and a current map 
of the area, it doesn’t take long to explore the old 
roads laid out in a still discernible grid.  But to 
properly explore this relic of our historical past 
takes time.  Now in 2021, 37 years later, this old 
township and the remains of POW Camp Six - a 
reminder of World War 2 - still holds a fascination 
for me. 

Though few structures remain above ground, 
all too evident a few metres back from the old 
streets are the depressions which were once the 
cellars of shop sites and homesteads.  

By 1868 much prospecting had already taken 
place in likely areas by diggers who had heard 
the news of good finds being unearthed from as 
far afield at Bendigo (then known as ‘Sandhurst 
Diggings’).  Many of the hopefuls had made the 
short trek from Rushworth, drawn by the stories 
or easy gold.  Much prospecting had taken place 
within a few feet of the surface where good 
gold was indeed being unearthed. Particularly 
in the creeks, it was the sinking of a shaft to a 
depth of 50 feet at Moonlight Flat by Alfred 
Corbett, James Miller, Charlie Watts and William 
Polkinghorne which yielded impressive mounts of 
gold after crushing the auriferous rocks brought 
to the surface.  The growth of Graytown, both the 
township and the goldfield really originated with 
this success.  Both Polkinghorne and Corbett are 
remembered by streets having been name after 
them.

Further explorations to the north of township 
proved that a good run of gold lay beneath the 
line of the creek which runs through the low lying 
gully which would become known as Spring 
Creek.  Further good finds were prospected in 
nearby Compton Creek, much of which now lies 
within the bounds of the nearby Army Proof and 
Experimental Establishment (P&EE Graytown) 
which effectively puts it out of bounds to 
prospectors such as myself.

Tragically for those who had made their homes 
in the new township, Graytown was destined for a 
sudden end.  Known as the Great Flood of 1870, 
a freak storm dumped many tons of rainwater on 
the bush, flooding all tributaries and gullies in the 
vicinity of the new township.

Torrents of rainwater rushed downstream 
flooding mine workings and the town itself.  
Graytown was reduced overnight to a welter of 
wooden wreckage and corrugated tin roofing, 
much of which can be seen lying about today.  
More substantial constructions such as the brick 
built and impressive Nissen’s European Hotel on 

Corbett Street soon followed into ruin, deprived 
within a month or two of the miners who made up 
its clientele.

It was fortunate the tsunami of mud and debris 
which swamped both town and diggings occurred 
overnight.  Many lives would have been lost had 
the miners been at work when the flood hit.  With 
the mines flooded the main source of income to 
the thousands of miners and tradesmen was lost.  
Graytown began its rapid decline into little more 
than the ‘ghost town’ it is today.

No-one exploring through the bush near the 
junction of the Rushworth and Nagambie roads 
could miss the concrete footings and rusted barbed 
wire fencing set overlooking the road which still 
mark the bounds of Forestry Camp 6 – just one of 
a network of former Prisoner of War camps which 
still exist in this part of Victoria.

Following Britain’s declaration of war on 
Germany in 1939, Australia demonstrated our 
solidarity with the British Empire and within 
hours also declared war on Germany.  As the 
war progressed, and following the defeat of the 
German and Italian forces in North Africa, many 
thousands of Axis prisoners fell into British and 
Australian hands.

The cost of incarcerating thousands of 
prisoners who ended up in Australia was met by 
the British Government, with the proviso that 
Australia would accommodate captured soldiers 
in locations suitably removed from townships and 
ports.   Australia with its wide open spaces with 
its population widely dispersed, was believed to 
be entirely suitable, as was Canada for similar 
reasons.

Although many POWs went into captivity in 
West Australia, thousands more were transported 
by ship and rail to Central Victoria, most to be 
confined in camp 12, near Murchison.  Confined 
here were Germans, Finns, Italians, Hungarians 
and Japanese – in short, any enemy personnel who 
chose or who were coerced to fight on the axis 
side. 

A ‘satellite’ camp was set up at Graytown.  
This was named ‘Camp Six’, a Forestry Camp set 
up to cut timber mainly for Victoria’s Railways and 
for other wartime endeavours, including barracks 
for themselves and other military establishments. 
Many of the POWs sent to Camp 6 were crew 
members of the German armed merchant cruiser 
(disguised warship) HSK Kormoran which had 
attacked and sunk HMAS Sydney with over six 

hundred of her crew.  The Kormoran was damaged 
during the encounter with the Sydney and soon 
sank.  Most of the Kormoran’s crew of 399 
survived the Indian Ocean battle to make their way 
to Western Australia in small boats.
Following capture in Western Australia, the 
German survivors, which included the Kormoran’s 
commander, Captain Theodor Detmers, were sent 
to camp 13.  Detmers, in common with most 
enemy officers, was confined in Dhurringile.

In the eyes of the Australian authorities, the 
German sailors together with some Finnish seamen 
and Italians were eventually considered less likely 
to be troublesome than the German Army POWs, 
many of whom were hard case DAK (Deutsches 
Afrika Korps) soldiers captured early in 1942, 
many of whom believed the war still winnable by 
Germany.

In contrast, many of the German sailors 
came from north German cities such as Bremen, 
Luebeck or Hamburg.  Being seamen and skilled 
mechanically, most had a different mindset.  
Being mature practical men, who were more 
interested in serving out their time and returning 
to their families in Germany with minds and 
bodies intact.  The seaman were as happy as it 
was possible to be under their circumstances, to 
be gainfully employed at Camp Six, where they 
were sometimes given the opportunity to roam in 
the bush and to dream of the day they would return 
home to Germany.

The remains of Camp 6, particularly the 
concrete bases of mess halls and latrine blocks, 
still remain within the camp boundaries which are 
still discernible by lengths of rusted barbed wire.  
Though I recall that on my first visit the camp 
headquarters buildings were still standing on high 
ground and in use by the Forestry Commission, 
they have now disappeared.

Returning to Rushworth via the Bailieston 
Road you’ll travel through diggings which 
proliferate on either side of the well-used track for 
distance of about twelve kilometres.  Well worth 
half an hour’s exploration is the area surrounding 
Clarke’s Dam and extensive workings to be seen 
there.

As for me, I still wander through the Graytown 
forest whenever I get the time.  There’s something 
new to be seen on every occasion.  Don’t forget the 
compass and map.  There are plenty of mineshafts 
throughout the area, many of them uncapped, so be 
careful of where you step.  Stay safe.    

Graytown – and its short but unfortunate history
by Mike Wellington
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Josie was born in Nathalia 
where she attended school 
and later met and married 
the love of her life Rob 
Bohn.  After many moves to 
do with Rob’s employment 
they settled in Stanhope 
in 1948 for Rob to take up 
employment at the Stanhope 
Cheese factory. This move 
proved to be a wonderful 
happening for both the 
family and the Stanhope 
community.

Over the next fifty years, 
in addition to raising their 
nine children in Stanhope, 
Josie found time to  contribute 
to her community far and 
beyond ones imagination 
for her skills, dedication, 
tenacity, foresight and 
achievements.

One of the many town 
involvements, was her 
contribution to the Stanhope 
swimming club and the 
swimming pool.  She was a 
member for 25 years holding 
the positions of secretary, 
swimming instructor and 
caretaker.  During that time 
she taught hundreds of 
children and adults to swim 
and carry out life saving 
procedures.

In addition Josie was 
president of the Stanhope 
Mardi Gras committee 
for twelve years.  This 
committee raised more 
than $50,000.00 over the 
years for the swimming 
pool and recreation grounds 
committees, a huge sum in 
those days. She was also 
heavily involved   in the  
Methodist/Uniting Church. 
In 1992 Josie was awarded 
Stanhope Citizen of the year.                     

In addition to the 
above Josie held many 
other responsible positions 
including:        President of 
the Goulburn Valley West 
CWA  -  Member of the 
McEwen CWA  - District 
Commissioner of Girl Guides  
-   Member of the Stanhope 
Bowling Club  -  Member 
of the Merrigum Golf club 
including a term as president 
and in 2001 at the age of 78 
became  C grade champion. 

In the 1980s Josie was 
elected to the Waranga Shire 
Council where she served as 
Shire President in 1993/96 
when Waranga became part 
of the Campaspe Shire, 
following amalgamation

In February 1990 her 
husband Rob passed away 
suddenly.  Nothing would be 
the same again, but in true 
Josie spirit her strength shone 
through and she continued to 
be there for her family and 

community.
In 1997 Josie retired 

into Kyabram where she 
quickly became involved in 
the Kyabram community.  In 
2006 Josie made headlines in 
the Melbourne Herald/Sun 
when she was nominated 
and selected as a finalist 
in the Herald/Sun Pride of 
Australia Award.

Finally in 2009 at the age 
of 86 Josie moved to Foster 
in South Gippsland to be 
with many members of her 
extended family.

On Wednesday 18 
August a church funeral 
service was conducted 
at the Uniting Church in 
Foster. The following day 
Josie was interred with her 
husband Rob at the Kyabram 
Cemetery.

This also gave members 
of her family a chance to 
renew acquaintances in the 
Stanhope district.

Vale - Elwyn (Josie) Bohn 
14/10/1923 - 7/8/2021

On Saturday 7  August, at Foster in South Gippsland, Josie Bohn, at the grand age of 97 
passed away.

Township facility 
plans to strengthen 
place-based plans
Tongala will be the first town in Campaspe 
to have a Township Facility Plan embedded 
within its Place Based Plan.
 Council will now incorporate Township 
Facility Plans, focused on Council-owned 
building and land assets, into Place-Based 
Plans.  They will be used to determine 
infrastructure projects to meet current and 
future community needs. 
The approach requires Council to engage 
and collaborate with local communities to 
understand their needs, priorities and future 
aspirations. Then together, they develop 
a Place Based Plan that capitalises on the 
strengths of a place and improves community 
infrastructure to create a distinctive and 
sustainable place. 
 Campaspe Mayor Cr Chrissy Weller said 
that incorporating Township Facility Plans 
into Place Based Plans makes good economic 
sense and will deliver more strategic 
outcomes for communities. 
 “Up until now, Place Based Plans have 
focused primarily on upgrading or introducing 
new assets or services to meet community 
needs. However, building Township Facility 
Plans into the Place Based Plans will allow a 
more comprehensive and financially-prudent 
consideration of all community assets within 
a township”, Cr Weller said.
 “Communities will have the opportunity to 
evaluate the use, condition and effectiveness 
of a current building or land asset, then 
decide how it will meet community needs 
into the future. or whether it might be better 
to dispose of, or decommission, the asset. 
For instance, disposal of one or more assets 
could create funds to go towards the upgrade 
of another facility more in keeping with local 
needs.”
 “This approach will also align Place 
Based Plans more closely with Council’s 
Asset Management program and budget 
planning process to help us achieve financial 
sustainability into the future.”
 To streamline the new approach, Council will 
facilitate the establishment of Town Based 
Governance Committees. These committees 
will be separate to Place Based Committees 
and their role will be to work with Council 
and Place Based Committees to review 
facilities and recommend opportunities for 
improving or developing assets considered a 
priority for their communities.
 Subject to the approval of the new Tongala 
Place Based Planning Group currently being 
recruited, Council will facilitate an expression 
of interest process to establish a community-
based Tongala Governance Committee as the 
first to develop a Township Facility Plan for 
inclusion within a Place Based Plan. 
In the case of existing Place Based Plans, it is 
intended that Township Facility Plans be developed 
and then considered (by local Committees and 
Council) for incorporation into them. 
 Community members seeking more information 
can go to Council’s website or attend the open 
session at the Tongala Hall at 7pm on Wednesday, 
25 August.
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Some of you may have noticed a new exhibit next to the Historic Wagon Shed at the Rushworth Museum. It is the old water pump 
which used to supply Rushworth with water from the Waranga West Channel on the Stanhope Rushworth Road before the current 
pump station on Rushworth Tatura Road. GV Water were going to dismantle it for scrap metal but luckily someone at GV Water 
contacted the museum and donated it. Although not the prettiest, but definitely one of the solidest pieces of machinery, it is worth 
keeping to remind us of what used to keep the towns water supply going.                                Nick Buzza

Old water pump saved for posterity

Above: The pump dates back to 1938.

The Cottage Ice Cream Shoppe
The shop will be closed until further 
notice due to the lockdown but take 
home packs are available by phoning 
5856 1905.

Garden Club hears Gargarro news
Rushworth Garden Club’s August meeting 
heard Bernie Ryan, who is a committee 
member for Gargarro Botanic Gardens at 
Girgarre, give an interesting and informative 
talk on progress at Gargarro.
One of the notes of interest was that Gargarro 
is growing gums trees for fodder for the 
koalas at the Kyabram Fauna Park. 
The Cottage Community Nursery has now 
moved to the Gargarro Botanic Gardens 
site and is open for business.  The hours are 
Thursday 9am - 3pm, Saturday 9am -12noon.  
Enter from Winter Road opposite the Gigarre 
Market site.
August meeting prizes
 Lucky Door Prize jar of lollies to Norm 
Tucker
Raffle for a pot plant won by Wendy Robins

Best Blooms
1st - Betty Wheeler, display of beautiful 
jonquils.
2nd - Lyn and Stewart Nurse, colourful 
display of wattle
3rd - Joan Hill with beautiful rose.
Fruit and Veg
1st - Stewart Nurse, very healthy looking 
Silver Beet
2nd - Stewart Nurse, some plump lemons.
(Stewart and Lyn must have a beautiful 
garden and vege patch!)

Next month, Thursday 16 September,  
(depending on COVID restrictions) is a 
Kingfisher Cruise down the Murray River 
followed by lunch at the Barmah Pub.

Jess Richter
Phone:

0422 471 421
Facebook: @simplyicedcake

Email: simplyicedcake@gmail.com

custom cakes and cupcakes 
for any occasion

Offer: Mention this ad for 10% discount

Got some news? 
Spread it around.
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Cooks
Column

Garden Hints & Tips

Handy Hints - from Lyn Rumble
Hi there everyone,
Repurposing general household things is fun to do – plus it gives things double or triple 
usage instead of ending up in landfill garbage.  Have fun with these few – and many more 
to come. 
1. Hair conditioner – Natural Yogurt is a 
great hair conditioner.  Leave in the hair for 
a few minutes then rinse.  This is a fantastic 
way of using up any ‘past the use-by date’ 
yogurt you have hanging around in the 
fridge.
2. Wrapping paper that’s scented – To 
give that extra special scented gift – place 
2 drops of essential oil on a cottonwool ball 
and place in a sealed bag with the wrapping 
paper overnight.  Some essential oils will 
impart a strong smell – others more mild, so 
you might want to experiment. (cedarwood 
or frankincense are strong / cinnamon or rose 
are sweet / mandarin perhaps for children 
etc). Have fun experimenting leading up to 
Christmas. 
3. Cold feet?  - Have you got cold feet? - 
Well try putting on a beanie,  (made from 

wool preferably), on your head.  Blood is 
pumped up to warm the head at the expense 
of reduced flow,  and warmth, to other parts 
of the body. It really works!
4. Presoaking soiled nappies – for those 
mums using cloth nappies – you can pre-
soak soiled nappies easily and cut down 
washing time. Just mix approx. 45grams 
bicarbonate of soda dissolved in warm water 
in a small bucket until ready to add to a 
normal wash. Wash when ready in hot soapy 
water and then dry, preferably in the open air 
weather permitting.
5. Bee stings – apply ice directly onto the 
affected area until both pain and swelling are 
gone.  A honey compress will help neutralise 
the poison and helps ease out the stinger 
barb.

During lockdown I’ve done a bit of extra cooking 
and eating! I’ve made this recipe twice - once in 
a cast iron pot in the oven and second in my slow 
cooker.
Same result but  checking the oven every hour was 
a bit of a pain. I used beef chuck first time, then 
gravy beef because my Italian best friend told me 
to! There was a change in flavour and texture.

Classic braised beef stew
Ingredients
1.4 kg beef chuck diced 2cm.
1 lge brown onion, peeled, finely chopped 
2 carrots peeled and chopped
2 cloves garlic, peeled
1 bottle good rich red wine, (local drop)
Salt and pepper
180 gm lean salt pork diced, ( or bacon)
1/3 cup flour
450 grams of small button mushrooms, stems 
trimmed.
A bouquet garni: tie together parsley, thyme 
and bayleaf.
Method
Place beef, onions, carrots, garlic, bouquet garni, 
pinch of salt and wine into a large bowl. Place in 
an airtight container and marinate in the fridge 24 
hours.
Remove the beef, reserving the marinade, dry meat 
well with paper towel. Place a heavy based saucepan 
with a tight fitting lid over med/high heat. When hot 
add the pork, fry until crisp, 6 mins. Season beef 
with salt, add to the pan and brown on all sides 7-8 
mins. Sprinkle in the flour, cook stirring constantly, 
3 mins. (At this point I put the meat into the slow 
cooker and proceeded).
Add reserved marinade and vegetables and 2 cups 
water, bring to the boil over high heat. Reduce heat 
to a simmer, place the lid on  and cook until tender 
(3 hr). After 21/2hours add mushrooms for final 
thirty minutes until tender.
Remove bouquet garni and spoon braise into bowls 
with some mash and greens and a generous grind of 
pepper. Using the slow cooker I let it go eight hours 
checking occasionally. Best accompanied with a 
glass of red or your favourite beverage. The flour 
helps thicken the sauce and makes it silky. Your 
choice of flour if you require gluten free. A classic 
red wine braised meat dish. Yummo!

Bon Apetit, Pauline

The upcoming days in the garden are some 
of the busiest of the gardening year with 
plenty of to do things on our garden lists! 
Preparing new garden beds for vegetables 
or new flower beds is in full swing with 
weeding, adding compost, and sourcing 
much needed mulch for the warmer days 
ahead is top of the list. Good preparation is 
key for a healthy sustainable garden!
If you put your work into creating a really 
healthy soil profile all your hard work 
will pay off with succulent vegetables and 
healthy garden plants which will survive 
through the warmest of days and with little 
pest problems. Any weed free compost can 
be laid on top of garden beds or lightly tilled 
into the soil ready for those new seedlings 
or seeds which are being raised in your 
hothouse in the next few weeks as the soil 
temperature warms up. Watering in new 
plants with a weak seaweed solution and 
worm tea gives your plants a boost into 
their growing season and helps create good 
healthy root systems. Don’t be tempted to 
put tender plants into your garden until the 
overnight temperatures warm up a little no 
matter how tempting it is when you see those 
tomato plants in the nursery aisles….feel 
free to buy them but keep them protected in 
a sunny spot til the last frosts have well and 
truly gone.
Roses are shooting off with warmer days 
promising us glorious blooms before 
Christmas now is the time to feed all your 

roses with a specialised plant food or compost 
and manure and I also give them a fortnightly 
seaweed solution during their growing season. 
The birds are very active in our garden with 
all the native plants flowering away giving 
them lots of nectar and it’s a reminder to 
keep water sources clean and full as the drier 
season is coming up.

Happy Gardening
‘Green Earth Gardener’

Spring days just around the corner...
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This page is proudly sponsored by

Colbo Tit Bits. .... . . ..

FIRE BRIGADE ROSTER
5 September Ray McEvoy
12 September Robert Brown 
Currently there is only one member on 
Sunday shed duty each week until further 
notice. If unable to attend, call Chris/Leo.
Siren, radio and test pager at 9am. Crew 
member should ensure the siren and radio tests 
are carried out.  Vehicles should be checked 
for fuel and taken for a road test.

Cemetery Trust
Mowing Roster  (lawn section only)

September - Bob West

Colbo Diary
Coffee & Cake @ CCH 10.15am 1st & 3rd Tuesdays
Pub Choir @ CCH Tuesdays at 5.30pm 
September
 Probably just sitting at home.

SEPTEMBER
Wed 8 Marge West
Wed 15 Colleen Wright

LIBRARY 

Lockdown
What on earth can we write about when we’re 
in lockdown? There’s not much happening. 
I’m tackling my office . . . sorting, filing, 
discarding etc, but it’s a l-o-n-g job, because 
I have to read everything before I can throw 
it out.
One letter gave me an idea for something to 
amuse you with. I’d responded to an article 
in The Age newspaper that required you to 
list your Seven Deadly Hates. One woman 
mentioned wire coat-hangers. You get the 
drift? This was my list:
1) Left-overs in the fridge that take more than 
a week to turn green (so they can be thrown 
out with a clear conscience).
2) Stray sheep/cows in the garden which 
ignore the long luscious grass and head 
straight for the vegie patch.
3) Tissues in the washing machine.
4) ‘Doggie rolls’ in our garden when we don’t 
even own a dog.
5) Calendars and newspapers that are 
delivered rolled up.
6) Ball point pens that still write a little bit.
7) Automatic time switches that don’t.
Now it’s your time for fun: send us your list - 
you might even win a prize for the best entry.
HDFNL finals
As no games were permitted on 28-29 August, 
teams 5th on the ladder were eliminated. If 
teams do not play on the weekend of 4-5 
September, the 4th placed teams on the ladder 
will be eliminated. 

Edie McMurtrie celebrated her 90th birthday on  21 August 2021 very quietly at her home 
in Wanalta. The family would have liked to have had a small celebration for the occasion 
but that wasn’t to be - due to COVID. Edie has received cards, phone calls, flowers from 
all over Australia, even from a member of parliament.

Edie celebrates her 90th birthday

 Any news?
Tell Nata or Shell
or ring Vicki at the 
News 5856 1120

Lulu and Evie Ryan 
are delighted with the 
addition of a brother, 
Darcy, to their family - 
so are Darcy’s parents 
Jarod and Amy!
That makes thirteen 
grandchildren for Shane 
and Robyn.

Welcome to young Darcy Ryan

Give us peace 
or give us pizza!
Once again, the hospitality 
industry has come to a 
stand still with yet another 
lockdown. Thank goodness 
for takeaway! Colbo locals can 
still get pizza on a Sunday night 
at the Colbinabbin Country 
Hotel. We’re becoming quite 
adaptable these days and 
appreciate the support of the 
community. Ring Julie on 
0408 602 841.

Colbo 
Store still 
open for 
business!
Even though the 
tourists have to 
stay home, the 
Colbo Store is still 
offering delicious 
take-aways of 
home-baked goods 
and freshly-made 
focaccias, wedges 
etc.  Eat local!
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P-12 Athletics Carnival held in perfect conditions
The P-12 College held their Athletics Carnival on Thursday 19 August 
and the sporting (and weather) gods shone brightly on us all after a cool 
start to the morning. It was a beautiful day to be out in the fresh air.

A cool start in no way dampened the participation of the students and 
everyone was busy getting involved in the different events.

The rivalry between the sports houses, Brocklebank and McNamara was 
competitive and friendly with everyone cheering on participants throughout 
the day.

A BBQ lunch was enjoyed by those in attendance after a hectic morning of 
high jumps, discus,  javelin throwing and sprints.

After lunch the students held the longer distance runs, and then the all-
important Year 12 vs Staff relay run. Despite some blocking attempts by the 
Year 12 students, the CLEAR winners were the staff.

A big thank you to all those who helped pull the day together.

Below: McNamara House Captain Hailey Wilson proudly holds the 
winners shield at day’s end. Right: Our Age champions at the end of the 
day.

 

Points from the day 
McNamara – 5394

Brocklebank – 4209

Age Champions
8 yr – Josh Hawking
9 yr – Armani Salem and Wyatt Rodwell
10 yr – Declan Hawking and Helena Edward
11 yr – Willow Parker
12 yr – Paige Goetz and Josh Revell
13 yr – Chloe Johnstone and Charlie McLean
14 yr – Ebonie Kaifa and Liam Sharples
15 yr – Tiffany Clark and Kaleb McIlroy
16 yr – Jay-leigh Meguyer and Jordan Priestly-White
17 yr – Tayla Albrey-Mills and Geordie Aburrow
18 yr – Ebony Jones

 The boys start their distance events. The Year 12s enjoyed the novelty events 
along with the serious ones.

Jayden Mc flew over the high jump with ease
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P-12 Year 3/4 students enjoy a 
creative session in the Library
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Health and Wellbeing News
R U OK?
Now more than ever we need to 
recognise and celebrate  R U OK Day on 
Thursday 9 September 2021.
 To keep it simple but effective we thought 
we would offer the opportunity for staff 
and students to dress in yellow on the 
day at school ( or at home) if we are still 
undertaking remote learning.
This is not compulsory, but we would 
love you to get involved by dressing up in 
yellow on the day.
THIS YEAR THE MESSAGE IS:
Are they really OK? Ask them today.
Do you know how the people in your 
world are really going?
Life’s ups and downs happen to all of 
us. So chances are someone you know 
might be struggling. Your genuine support 
can make a difference whatever they are 
facing, big or small.
 Our Principal, Kerryn will send a video 
message to all our staff and students 
asking R U OK?
We hope members of the community 
will check in with those around them on 
Thursday 9 September and ask “ R U 
really OK?”.

Sadie Vale
Secondary School Nurse

In a Library visit, the 
Year 3/4 students recently 
enjoyed listening to and 
using equipment to make 
different interpretations of 
the stories they read.

Right: Kaelee and Tyson 
created an interpretation 
of the Piranha is full of 
fruit and vegetables.
Below: Jacob and Declan 
created an interpretation 
from a quote in the book 
they read “I’ll bet you like 
some juicy plums”.

Above: Wyatt created a machine to cut the fruit for a platter.
Right:  Kaelee and Michelle built a model of Pig the Pug.
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Nagambie Preschool and Early Childhood 
Services and Murchison Preschool were 
recently announced as successful applicants 
for grants from the Department of Education, 
Skills and Employment under the Community 
Child Care Fund. 
Our Nagambie Centre will receive $75,000 
and Murchison Preschool will receive 
$45,000 over three years to go towards their 
occasional care programs.  This funding will 
help with the costs of providing childcare 
in the areas where services are providing 
the most effective model of care for the 
community. 
The very nature of Occasional Care and 
Long Day care programs is that it needs to 
be flexible to cater for changing needs of 
parents in small communities where much 
of the work is casual and seasonal. It is this 

flexibility that makes it difficult to plan for 
and run a financially viable service. Without 
additional support funding these services will 
not be able to continue to offer these places. 
Contributions towards the operating costs of 
the program will assist the most vulnerable 
in the community. Those families who have 
struggled financially and mentally because 
of their loss of employment and other 
consequences associated with the COVID 
pandemic have and will continue to benefit 
from these integral programs. The program 
itself provides healthy snacks, play based 
activities and mini-incursions and excursions 
that assist with life skills. Extra funding will 
enable the parent committees and staff who 
spend numerous hours and fundraising for 
small profits to concentrate on teaching and 
caring for children says Goulburn Region 

Preschool Association (GRPSA) CEO, Ms 
Ronni Druitt. 
GRPSA, The Parent Committees and staff 
would like to thank the Community Child 
Care Fund for recognising our centres. 
Grants such as these are integral to our small 
communities. 
Colbinabbin Kinder also
Separate to the grant news, our Colbinabbin 
Kindergarten will be receiving a new swing set 
over the next month to replace a widely loved 
and well used one. The parent committee 
along with GRPSA and the Council are 
working together to ensure our children have 
the best quality play equipment. New soft fall 
and a fresh of the large shade sail will also 
occur. 

Grants for Murchison and Nagambie  Childcare

Two of the senior girls represented the Campaspe area at the 
Divisional Netball Championships- they did exceptionally well, 
winning five out of five games played!

Athletics Carnival at Bendigo
Last Friday, just before the lockdown was announced, our grades 
3- 6 students attended the Bendigo athletics track to take part 
in the Cluster Athletics Carnival. The rain held off and a good 
day was had by all. Colbinabbin managed to finish in third place 
overall. This was a great result. 
Grant to revamp vegetable garden
Earlier this year, we were lucky enough to receive a $1000 grant 
through the Resource Smart Schools Program to spend on one 
of our outdoor learning spaces. We have begun the process of 
revamping our vegetable gardens and we will soon have a new 
outdoor sink installed close by to use during these activities. 
Hands on learning is vitally important to some of our students 
and we aim to ensure these types of opportunities are provided 
to our student’s into the future! 

Vegie garden-  Left: Will Patrick, Right: Ajay Crossland

It’s been a busy fortnight for the kids at Colbo

Netball winners. Ella Patrick, and Macey Ryan
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There were cheers, tears and medals 
galore! Students in the 5/6 Class at Murchison 
Primary got to hold their own unique 
Olympics recently. After learning about 
countries, conducting research and even 
getting the hang of the language, students 
completed profiles for their athletes – well, 
potato athletes. They even made outfits for 
their athletes, both traditional and one for 
competing in the Olympic games. 

The Opening Ceremony was held on 
Thursday 19 August, the most auspicious 
National Potato Day. All students at the 
school took part in welcoming the athletes to 
Murchison and cheered them on as they did 
their lap of honour. Potatoes, and their human 
coaches, then took part in a range of modified 
track and field activities including high jump, 
javelin, shot put and long distance running. 
We then had bowling, the luge and diving to 
round out the games.

An excellent job was done by all students 
(sorry, coaches) and athletes. We’d like to 
think that Madagascar would be proud to 
know that they won the medal tally by an 
impressive amount! Closely followed by 
Botswana…

Murchison Primary holds their own Olympics

Coaches Caitlin, Gus, Tex and Ned receiving their medals

Right: Judge 
Cox and Coach 
Archer hoping for 
a winning height 
from the diving. 

Left: The Egyptian 
coaches, Conor 
and Indy, proudly 
walking in to the 
Opening Ceremony

P-12 Year 9/10 Environments and 
Emergencies explore Whroo forest
On Friday 20 August, the Year 9 and 10 Environments and Emergencies 
class travelled out to Whroo Forest to meet with Josh and Terrence from 
Forest Fire Management (DELWP), and Peter Barrow from Parks Victoria.
The students have been learning about the history of Whroo, and the environmental 
impacts that the gold rush had on the local landscape. Peter talked about the history 
of Indigenous people in the Whroo area and took us to the water hole which has of 
great cultural significance. We learned about the native flora and fauna in the area 
and the issues facing the sustainability of the forest.
Josh and Terrence spoke about how much the landscape of the forest has changed 
due to settlement and mining over the years and how this has impacted their role in 
trying to help protect areas from bushfires and other environmental issues.
When we are able to return to school (and hopefully to more excursions), the students 
will be re-engaging in practical lessons with Josh and Terrence to understand the role 
that fire management crews play in responding to emergencies in our community.

David Price



Holding on and letting go
I’m a sucker for clearing sales. Especially 
those that are advertised as ‘been in the 
same family for a hundred years.’ 
You just know there’s going to be all sorts 
of old equipment and bits and pieces of 
memorabilia. To attend a clearing sale is a walk 
down a century of invention and innovation. 
If you have a discerning eye you can also see 
the hopes and dreams for a better future of 
the farmers who invested considerable money 
and energy into successive iterations of new 
machinery.
I’m not sure of the motivations of others, 
but I know that there are a lot of others 
who also like a clearing sale. They are great 
places to pick up a bargain, find something 
collectable, meet up with the neighbourhood 
while enjoying a sausage in white bread and 
an instant coffee. 
If you have the space at home there is always 
something of interest, even if you don’t have 
a use for it immediately, it’s sure to ‘come in 
handy one day.’ 
I particularly like the adrenaline rush of 
bidding on some potentially expensive 
item that might go cheaply (well, relatively 
cheaply!) and fearing how to explain it to my 
significant other when I get home.
Of course, there is another side to the clearing 
sale; and that is being the seller. Many of you 
have been through the process of having to 
say goodbye all those treasures that you have 

collected over the years. Maybe you moved 
into the town or a smaller apartment in town 
that’s more appropriate to your age and stage 
in life. It’s hard letting go. The hours spent 
sorting and sifting. deciding to keep this, to 
throw that, to recycle, to gift it to someone, or 
to sell it. This is a physically and emotionally 
draining task.

Essentials vs non-essentials
Jesus was critical of the religious leaders of 
his day for being too concerned with holding 
on to the ‘traditions of the elders’ and not 
discerning what were the essentials and 
what were the non-essentials of their faith. 

He criticised them for maintaining outdated 
customs and behaviours, but losing sight of 
the underlying core beliefs and values of the 
faith.
For me, as a Christian for more than fifty 
years, I find that I still must sort through the 
things I was taught; the things I once believed; 
and question and re-think what is important, 
what I no longer believe and what needs to 
be reframed in the light of experience, new 
knowledge, and the Spirit’s leading. 
Along the way I have tossed aside some 
beliefs that I discovered were based more 

on tradition than on anything Jesus actually 
taught, or what the early church believed. 
I grew up in a pretty straightlaced church 
where not drinking, dancing, and swearing 
were considered part and parcel of being 
a Christian. God’s love it seemed was 
conditional upon my not only following the 
teaching of Jesus and putting my faith in him, 
but on also signing up to these ‘traditions 
of the elders.’ I can remember my mother’s 
horror when I wanted to go the Saturday night 
dances at the Yarra Glen Memorial Hall. I 
don’t dance so much these days, but I have 
been known to enjoy a wine and to swear. 

Meaning, purpose, healing
Our faith has to be living, vital and feeding 
our hunger for meaning, purpose, healing, 
and connection. In that sense the ‘tradition 
of our elders’, the things that they held dear 
and especially the conclusions they drew as 
to what flowed from their beliefs do not hold 
true for many of us now. 
I know a lot of people who have been through 
a similar process, but what distresses me, as 
a minister, is that so many have ‘thrown the 
baby out with the bathwater’. 
Wherever you are in your life’s journey 
continue to seek meaning, healing, and faith. 
Throw out toxic doctrines and abandon bad 
theology, but never let go of Jesus.
In one of his shortest parables Jesus said, ‘the 
kingdom of heaven is like the master of a 
household who brings out of his treasure what 
is new and what is old.’ (Matt 13:52)

This is the gospel, and it’s good news.
Brian Spencer, Minister

Waranga Uniting Churches
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Clive Coventry Funerals
Providing an individual funeral to celebrate life’s journey

Servicing Colbinabbin, Murchison, Rushworth, Stanhope, Tatura & district

Reasonably priced funerals to suit all budgets

92 Allan Street, Kyabram                                                  113 Corio Street, Shepparton

5852 1619 5831 3922
Locally owned and operated

District Church Contacts
People seeking further information about their local church, or those who wish to contact the church for other reasons (including funerals), are 
invited to contact the following people or ring the following numbers:
Anglican
• St Paul’s, Rushworth: 5821 7630
• Christ Church, Murchison: 5821 7630
• St Matthews, Stanhope: 0419 855 964 (Church 
Warden)
• St John’s, Colbinabbin: 0428 329 344 (Mick 
Clayton)
Catholic 
St Mary’s Parish. 1st and 3rd Sundays: Cornella 
9am; Stanhope 10.30am. 2nd and 4th Sundays: 
Rushworth 9am; Murchison 10.30am. 5th 
Sunday: One Parish Mass - Rushworth. Contact 
a team member on the parish mobile phone: 0478 
820 960. To speak to a priest, phone Fr John 
Paul Pasala at Tatura 5824 1049. Sunday Mass 
continues online from St Kilian’s each Sunday 
10am.

Living Waters Rushworth: 
0428 323 631 (Pastor Peter Guerra)
Generations Church, Tatura
5824 3240 (Pastor Jeremy Burr)

Presbyterian
• St Andrew’s, Rushworth: 0477 241 042 (Rev 
Kevin Maxwell) or 5856 1332 (Elder: Gary 
Dunstan)
• St Andrew’s, Stanhope: 5831 6494 (Rev Kyung 
Rae Ee)
Shine Church, Stanhope
Sunday services at 10am at the Stanhope 
Community Hall. All Covid restrictions abided 
by. Sunday services can still be viewed on 
youtube@Shine Church Stanhope. Mid-week 
meetings will start up in May. More info call Wal 
Sinapius 0408393398. Ph 0408 393 398

Salvation Army: 5852 3875 
Uniting Church 
Waranga Uniting Churches – Rushworth, 
Colbinabbin, Murchison and Tatura.
Service Times: Weekly at 9.30am (with the 
‘room’ open for a chat at 9am)
Every congregation is open for services which 
will be streamed each week into all four of our 
church buildings - except in lockdown.
Each week one congregation will host the service 
with people in other congregations participating 
in leading the readings, sharing news and 
fellowship via the magic of Zoom.
You are welcome to join us in person or from 
your lounge room via Zoom. The link for the 
Zoom service can be found on our website 
warangaunitingchurches.net.au or can be emailed 
to you each week. 

Based on Pope Francis, ‘On Care for Our 
Common Home,’ Laudato Si  para 65 

Loving God of Creation, you saw everything 
that you had made and behold

 it was very good. Amen.
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Kyabram & District Funeral Services
Serving our Community - Contact Colin and Susan Moody

Elva Moody is our Rushworth Representative
Phone: 0428 859 593

119 Albion Street, Kyabram 3620     
Phone: 5852 1061 Mobile: 0409 935 375

Serving Rushworth, Stanhope, Girgarre, Colbinabbin, Corop, Toolleen, Murchison 
Nagambie and Tatura.

VALLEY FUNERALS
‘The caring people’

Tatura and G.V. Areas
5824 1180
Locally Owned

Affordable Funerals

Waranga Uniting 
Churches are 
planning an 
event with Cheryl 
Dedman, Chair of 
No Foetal Alcohol 

Spectrum Disorder Australia, to be held at 
the Olive and Vine, Tatura, on Saturday 11 
September from 10am.

FASD Day at Tatura

Compassion called for the Afghan community

Bendigo Afghan community members gather at St Kilian’s hall for a time of prayer and solidarity.
There are more than 5000 Afghans 

living in Australia on temporary 
protection or bridging visas,  many 
with families in Afghanistan and 
without any certainty about their 
own future. 

In many cases they have no hope 
of being reunited with their families, 
and must rely on each other  for 
support through this time of crisis.

Fr Junray Rayna, administrator of 
St Kilian’s parish in Bendigo, has 

offered the local Afghan Muslim 
community the use of the parish hall 
for a prayer meeting.

The Catholic community were 
happy to share St Kilian’s hall and 
also to have the opportunity for 
parishioners to meet and support 
members of the Bendigo Afghan 
community. It was a way to reach 
out and be in solidarity with them.

Fr Junray said, “We will continue 
to pray for all Afghanis here 

and around the world. We pray 
particularly for those who are here 
now but are separated from their 
families.”

Australia’s major Christian 
church denominations have united 
in an effort  to lobby the government 
to lift the nation’s Afghan refugee 
intake to 20,000, and a more 
compassionate response to those on 
current temporary protection visas. 

Farewell Fr Paul

Fr Paul Purcell passed away last 
weekend after years of service 
in Sandhurst Diocese. Fr Paul is 
pictured with Fr Junray Rayna, 
administrator of St Kilian’s, Bendigo, 
where Fr Paul has been living in 
community. Fr Paul, 94 years old, 
was a Dominican brother, then forty 
years a priest, a missionary to the 
Solomons, and a priest of Sandhurst 
diocese since 2000 serving in 
Wodonga and Bendigo. He enjoyed 
many bush picnics and outings and 
the company of the young priests he 
lived with.

Social Justice Sunday 29th August ~ Season of Creation  5-26th September

Unfortunately, St Mary’s Parish missed being 
able to celebrate Social Justice Sunday (29 
August) together due to lockdowns.
A two-page summary of the document is 
available through the parish and the document 
itself can be downloaded from the Social Justice 
website www.socialjustice.catholic.org.au
Bishop Shane Mackinlay of Sandhurst says, ‘I 
urge everyone to read this year’s Social Justice 
Statement. It is an excellent document and I 
look forward to this Statement being a guide 
and encouragement for our diocesan journey 
towards ecological conversion and action’.

Season of Creation
The Season of Creation is celebrated 
worldwide by a growing number of Christian 
denominations as a time of restoration and 
hope. It acknowledges that we need to discover 
radically new ways of living with creation and 
that tipping points are being reached, threatening 
the lives of the most vulnerable and putting the 
lives of future generations in jeopardy.
The growing awareness of the moral dimension 
of the climate crisis is reflected  in the 
increasing focus of many religions on caring 
for our environment.  Pope Francis’s second 

encyclical is called ‘Laudato si’ - ‘on care for 
our common home’. The document critiques 
consumerism and irresponsible development, 
laments environmental degradation and global 
warming and calls the world to take action.

‘Laudato si’ - 7 goals
• response to the cry of the Earth
• response to the cry of the poor
• ecological economics
• adoption of simple lifestyles
• ecological education
• ecological spirituality
• community involvement and particpatory action.

Climate justice and the environment is front and centre for many Church communities, as they focus on awareness of our resonsibility 
to care for the earth and all of its inhabitants. This year’s Social Justice statement by the Australian Catholic Bishops of Australia is 
titled ‘Cry of the Earth, Cry of the Poor’, then in September Christians around the world join to celebrate the annual Season of Creation. 
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Waranga News Classifieds

POLICE or FIRE.....Emergency..........000
Non-emergency 13 1444

AMBULANCE.........Emergency..........000
                          Non-emergency...13 3009    
SES: (storm & flood).....................13 2500
DOCTORS:
Rushworth Medical Centre...... 5856 1329
Waranga Medical Centre.. .......5851 8400
Stanhope
West Goulburn Comm Health... 5857 2400
Murchison Medical Centre ......  5826 2575
HOSPITAL:
Waranga Health .......................5851 8000
POLICE:
Rushworth ................................5856 1000
Murchison .................................5826 2222
Stanhope ..................................5857 2507
Colbinabbin ..............................5856 1000
SUPPORT SERVICE:
St Vincent de Paul...............0417 597 468
WARANGA NEWS OFFICE.....5856 1120

EMERGENCY
PHONE NUMBERS

PUBLIC NOTICES

DEATHS

Call Matt 0477 580 096

WANTED TO BUY OLD CARS 
(PRE 1986)

For a project or parts, eg 
Valiant, Datsun, VW, Holden,

Ford, Land Cruiser, or will 
consider other types.
Can be any condition, 

complete, rusty or wrecked is 
fine.

CASH PAID

Waranga News

A Voluntary Community Newspaper
Printed by Maxam Printing, Shepparton

Published by M.J. Fortuna,
of 3 Phillips Street, Rushworth, 3612 for

Waranga News Incorporated
(ABN 45 086 403 564)

Office Hours:  Tue-Thu 9.30am - 12.30pm
 Friday 9.30am - 4.30pm

(All day Mon & Tues of production week)
33 Moora Road, Rushworth.

Postal address: PO Box 53, Rushworth, 3612
E-mail address: wnews@iinet.net.au

Website: www.wnews.org.au
Advertising & Accounts: (03) 5856 1120

Editor: 0407 561 311
Annual subscription: Online $25;
Posted $55.00 (inc cost of postage)

IN MEMORIAM

FULLARTON, Elaine: 1/5/1938-22/8/2021
Fullarton (nee Gleeson). Aged 83 years.
Beloved wife of Jim.
Loving mother and mother-in-law to 
Anthony and Lisa, Nicole, Sharon and Tony, 
Simon (dec).
Adored Nan of Nathaniel, Zoe, Isabella, 
James, Riley and Natalie.
Rest In Peace

JOHNSTON,  John Gamble (Jack) 
     1 September 2020

It seems like only yesterday that you flew 
free on your silver wings.

Always remembered with love.
Maggie and Chris.

ANDREW GEORGE JONES 1971 - 2019
Sadly missed along life’s way
Quietly remembered every day
No longer in our lives to share, 
but in our hearts you are always there 
The moment your heart stopped, ours 
changed forever. 

Karen, Mark (Dick), Clinton and Aleesha, 
Annabelle, Cooper Ben and Erin, Monty 
and Harvie

ANDREW GEORGE JONES 1971 - 2019
The world changes from year to year
Our lives from day to day
But the love and memory of you shall 
never fade away.

Forever in our hearts
Mum and dad 

MUSIC  LESSONS
Indiv & Shared lessons
Preschool to Seniors

Learn for Fun or Exams
In Rushworth and Online

www.wendysmusic.com.au
Ph. 0418 394 556

PUBLIC NOTICES

Helen Truran
Marriage 
Celebrant

Mobile: 0419 529 155
Phone: (03) 5826 2001

Ceremonies with compassion
Email: hjtruran@gmail.com

RYAN:  Jarod and Amy Ryan are 
delighted to announce the arrival of Darcy 
James   -  on 19 August 2021 - adored baby 
brother of Evie  and Lulu. 
Congratulations from very proud 
grandparents Robyn and Shane and Bronwyn 
and Bill.

BIRTHS

WARANGA NEWS
Your local community newspaper

Subscriptions available
 $55.00 posted
$25.00 online

Name: ____________________
Address/email: _____________
__________________________
Phone: ___________________

Call 5856 1120 or email to: 
wnews@iinet.net.au

You can order and pay for a donor subscription 
for a friend or relative.
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TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

RUSHWORTH
LAUNDROMAT

‘The Agitator’
Open	7	Days	–	7am	to	7pm

Wash Service Available
Ph. 0427 561 972    

17B Moora Rd

Septic Tank
Cleaning

PROMPT SERVICE 
Contact:

ANTON DAMEN
1800 202 066 Freecall

Morgan Fuel & Grain
for your Fuel & Grain Buying

or Selling Requirements

Fuel 24/7
All Cr/Dr Cards Accepted

Station St, Colbinabbin

Call Jim 0417 571 967

Bobcat - Excavator
Tipper

Sand, Soil, Gravel

Workmate
Brett 0409 001 239

Redmond Weston 0400 079 897
redplumbing@hotmail.com

 - General Plumbing  -  New Homes & 
Maintenance  -  Roofing  -  Gas

Lic. No. 107462

ed R
Plumbing

No Job Too Small!

Dr. Judith Mulholland 
BSc. BVMS

Email: judith@farriervet.com

P.O. Box 295, Kyabram 3619 Victoria

Phone: 
58 522 000

Mobile: 
0408 565 528

www.farriervet.com

Rushworth
T.V. Antenna 

Service

Servicing Rushworth
and surrounds

Ray Pooley: Ph. 0419 319 296

Est. 1988

Peter Knobel        Rushworth

       abinet        aker
Ph/Fax 5856 1309
Mob 0419 196 164

Kitchens – Solid Timber Furniture
Furniture Design – Bars

Handcrafted Cabinetry & Furniture
Wrought Iron Work

C M         

Rushworth Variety
(and Rushy Hire)

Trading hours:
Monday – Friday 9.30am – 5:30pm

Saturday 9am – 4pm 
Sunday 10am – 2pm

Phone No: 0432 491 176
All welcome

SAPHIRE 
CONSTRUCTIONS

All aspects of building:
• Renovations
• Extensions
• Decking & pergolas
• Project management

Jamie Beckinsale
0407 542 717

jamiebeckinsale@bigpond.com
* Registered Building Practitioner

PAINTER
Interior and Exterior

Rushworth & District

For all your house painting needs,
 call Adrian.

0438 520 454
West Street Rushworth

Advertise Your 
Business Here 

for just $24.50 per fortnight

Contact Vicki at the Waranga News

Ph. 5856 1120
Or email: wnews@iinet.net.au

NED BARLOW 
ELECTRICAL 

CONTRACTING
Domestic - Commercial - Industrial
Servicing: Rushworth, Stanhope, 

Murchison and surrounds
Phone: 0438 348 110

(REC: 27429)

Advertise Your 
Business Here 

for just $26.95 per fortnight

Contact Vicki at the Waranga News

Ph. 5856 1120
Or email: wnews@iinet.net.au

Advertise Your 
Business Here 

for just $24.50 per fortnight

Contact Vicki at the Waranga News

Ph. 5856 1120
Or email: wnews@iinet.net.au

WARANGA NEWS
Your local community newspaper

Subscriptions available
 $55.00 posted
$25.00 online

Name: ____________________
Address/email: _____________
__________________________
Phone: ___________________

Call 5856 1120 or email to: 
wnews@iinet.net.au

You can order and pay for a donor subscription 
for a friend or relative.
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and stay 
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@CampaspeShireCouncil
@campaspeshire
#campaspeshire

Project Update
Works are underway at Echuca’s 
Apex Park for the new BBQ 
shelter.

Coming Up
Wednesday, 15 September 
Council meeting, 6pm
COVID restrictions (room density 
quotients) mean that this month’s 
meeting will be closed to the public. 
The meeting can be viewed  
via live streaming at  
campaspe.vic.gov.au/livestreaming

Employment
#campaspecareers
For application details, visit Council’s 
website or call 1300 666 535.
Position open, closing 19 September:
• Casual Group Fitness Instructor
Positions open, closing 26 September:
• Casual Immunisation Nurses

Notice of Intention to Sell Land
Council gives notice under section 114 of 
the Local Government Act 2020 (the Act) 
of its intention to sell by private treaty the 
following parcel of land (the Land):

• Lot 14 on PS724007Y, comprised 
in Certificate of Title Volume 12001 
Folio 888 known as 26 Kuhle Road, 
Kyabram, to S n M Builders for a total of 
$88,000.00 (GST inclusive).

The proposed sale will be subject to 
contractual terms satisfactory to Council.

Any person may make a submission 
on the proposal to sell the Land. Any 
person wishing to make a submission 
can do so in writing by Friday, 1 October 
2021. All submissions will be considered 
in accordance with Section 114 of the 
Act. Following the consideration of any 
submissions, Council may decide to sell 
the Land, part of the Land or not to sell the 
Land.

Submissions should be addressed to the 
Chief Executive Officer and can be delivered 
to Council’s Civic Centre at 2 Heygarth 
Street, Echuca, emailed to  
shire@campaspe.vic.gov.au or posted 
to Campaspe Shire Council, PO Box 35, 
Echuca, 3564.

Submissions received on the proposed sale 
of the Land may be included in the Council 
Agenda and Minutes published on Council’s 
website, including the personal information 
of the submitter. Please indicate in your 
submission if you do not wish your personal 
information to be identified in the Agenda 
and Minutes.

Any person requesting to be heard in 
support of his or her submission is entitled 
to be heard before Council (or its committee 
established by Council for this purpose) or 
represented by a person acting on his or her 
behalf and will be notified of the time and 
date of the hearing. 

Further information regarding the 
proposal, including plans of the Land, 
may be obtained from Council’s Economic 
Development Manager, Astrid O’Farrell on 
5481 2200 or on the website.

Declan Moore,  
Chief Executive Officer

For all projects and applications open, visit 
campaspe.vic.gov.au/nowopen 

Draft Council Plan
The Council Plan sets the strategic direction 
for the next four years and is now open for 
community comment, closing 22 September.

Draft Financial Plan
The Financial Plan describes the financial 
resources required to support the Council 
Plan and other key strategic documents.  
The draft plan is open for comment through  
to 22 September.

Seniors Grants Program
Grants of up to $1,000 to deliver programs  
or activities to older citizens, closing  
3 September.

Tongala Place Based Plan
Applications for the Tongala Place Based 
Plan Governance Committee have been 
extended, closing 29 September.

Compost for Schools
Compost is available, free of charge, for 
eligible Campaspe and Moama schools, 
early years services and community group 
gardening projects, closing 18 October.

Immunisation Sessions  
by Appointment Only
To book an appointment, please call 
Council on 1300 666 535. If you are 
feeling unwell or have any cold or flu 
like symptoms, you must cancel or 
reschedule your appointment. Refer to 
Council’s website for more information.
Thursday, 2 September
• Campaspe Library, Echuca 

9 – 9.45am
• Rochester Shire Hall 

11.30 – 12 noon
• Kyabram Community Learning 

Centre 
5.30 – 6.30pm

Tuesday, 14 September
• Kyabram Community Learning 

Centre 
9 – 9.45am

• Rushworth Service Centre 
11.30 – 12 noon

The flu vaccine is now available at a cost 
of $30 per person. The vaccine is free to 
persons over 65 years and children aged 
6 months to 5 years. Please bring your 
Medicare card.

NOW OPEN
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Rushworth Winter Bowls Annual Pink Day
This was the event when pink was the colour of the day.  It was our Annual Pink day for Breast Cancer. day  I am very 
proud to say that the amount of $1080 was raised for this very worthy cause.

This was due, in large, to the generous 
donations of good and services by businesses 
and from other people of Rushworth.
Donors for the day:
K Garvey (prize money), Rushworth 
Mediconsul Pharmacy, Hawkings Rushworth 
Hardware, Rushworth Bakery, Rushworth 
Hotel, Coghlans IGA, Perry’s Butchers,             
J Robertson, W Tate, R Ryan, Motofinish 
Café, G Chandler, G and K Cruz and D and 
B Thompson. Donations were also received 
from players and members. A generous return 
of the prize money from the winners (on the 

day), made the total grow.
A very sincere thank you to those people 

who helped make the day a success. 
Winners on the day were:  
B and D Thompson and G Chandler.  
Runners-up: 
D Cartwright, T Downie, G Wheelhouse.  
Winners of the roll to the ditch: 
F Niglia and J Portia.
Best dressed for the day: 
In their bright pink outfits, B Ibbot and S 
Moreton.  
(This was a difficult decision as there were 
many who deserved the prize. The final 

decision, after a voting tie, was made by 
Aliveah Garvey, a nine-year-old who helped 
on the day.  She was granted a day off school 
as she waits for the pink day to come.  She 
and her mother made special Pink Cancer Day 
biscuits which were sold and the remainder 
giver away for afternoon tea.)  

Chris Garvey thanked those people who 
helped behind the scenes. He also thanked 
teams for supporting the day. 

If you are interested in have a good day 
out, contact:  Chris Garvey 0455 339 810 or 
Kath Garvey 0438 561 237.

Kath Garvey

Above: Winners - Kelly and Frank.  Below: Runners-up - Slim and Tony

The last of the ‘Royal Rushworth’ tournaments - 20 August 
The course was in beautiful condition, and several visitors commented on the improvements over the last twelve months.  
Alan Curnick 4BBB

On Friday 20 August the club held their 
Open 4BBB, named in memory of a very 
popular member, Alan Curnick.  Thanks to 
Heather and family for their sponsorship over 
the last ten years. Players from eight clubs 
came to compete. However, the locals were 
able to bring home the win on the day.  

It was great to see so many golfers out on 
the course followed by the enjoyable, friendly 
hospitality in the clubhouse.  Thanks to the 
ladies for doing such a great job with the 
catering at short notice.

Rescheduling the 4BBB proved to be the 
right decision, however luck ran out. Sadly, 
being back in lockdown the next day, the 
Open Tournament had to be cancelled for the 

second year running.
It is very doubtful competition will re-

open at Rushworth this season.
The committee may decide to play 

the finals of our Club Championships and 
Cheatley Shield at another local course when 
restrictions are lifted. The Waranaga News  
will keep you posted.
Results: 
Winners: Kelly Cheong, Frank Stewart 46 
points
Runners-up: Tony Geisler, Slim Perry 42 
points
Nearest the Pin: G. Humbert, K Kreek
Straighest Drive: Slim Perry
Nearest to Six-Pack: David Collins

Above: Shepparton visitor David Reed 
playing his ball lodged in a shrub.

XRE  TERMINATE
Pest Control

• Termite Control
• Termite and prepurchase 

inspections
• General Pest inc - ants, 

rats, spiders, bees and 
wasps

Free Quotes
Roberts Ralph

DHS - A023691

0427 561 750
Support our advertisers 

who support 
our community newspaper
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More Rushworth footy history - circa 1929
An amazing photograph has emerged of a 
Rushworth football team from the golden 
era of the club – the period from 1929-40 - 
when the club won multiple premierships.  
Originally appearing in the Weekly Times1, 
the photo was recently unearthed by Heather 
Ridge, daughter of Bernie Collins, one of 
the best footballers of the era.  We knew that 
Bernie had played in five consecutive GVFL 
premiership teams from 1930-34.  Now we 
know that he played in six premierships in the 
six years from 1929-34, a remarkable feat.
In that era, there were two footy competitions 
in which Rushworth teams were entered.  
The main team played in the Goulburn Valley 
Football League.  Wednesday afternoon 
was a half-day holiday in the middle of the 
week, with many people playing sport on that 
day.  Rushworth teams and their supporters 
travelled by train to matches at Murchison, 
Tatura, Kyabram, Tongala, Shepparton and 
Mooroopna.
The Rushworth “junior” team played on 
Saturday afternoons in a local league.  
“Junior” did not refer to age of the players.  
It just meant that this was a minor league 
(like the present day KDFNL) rather than the 
major league (today’s GVFNL).  
Some players who didn’t have to work on 
Saturdays and also had the Wednesday 
half-day off would play in both teams e.g. 
Bernie Collins, Vic Howard and Keith Kane.  
Alf Raglus, in his centenary history of the 
Rushworth Football Club states that “a junior 
competition, formed that year (1929), was 
called the Goulburn Valley Central Junior 
Football League and consisted of teams 
from Murchison, Rushworth, Stanhope 
and Girgarre.”2  In 1930, Toolamba and 
Merrigum also fielded teams.3  Toolamba, 
the undefeated premiers that year, wore 
Collingwood jumpers, with the other five 
teams sporting their present day colours.  
The mix of affiliated teams changed again in 
1931 and 1932 and included a Colbo team in 
1932.  Then it appears that the league folded 
after just four years.  Rushworth junior team 
actually held an AGM before the 1933 season, 
but the competition did not continue.  Elected 
were President E T V Gillard, Vice Presidents 
C Williams and W H Lambden, Secretary A 
W Murphy and Treasurer J Harley. 

The attached photo does not appear in Alf’s 
book, but there is a picture of the junior team 
in 1930, and another labelled “Rushworth 
Junior Football Club, Premiers 1929 and 
1932”.  This one appears to be of the 1932 
team, which beat Stanhope in the grand final, 
15.9.99 to 10.14.74.  
In the attached photo, one of the players is 
holding a footy clearly marked 1929 but the 
word above the year is obscured.  It looks as 
though it could be “Premiers”, which makes 
sense because the page on the Weekly Times 
where the photo appeared had photos of 
the 1929 premier teams in various country 
leagues.
Naming the players and officials will require 
the assistance of readers who might know 
some of the men depicted.  By searching 
through other available photographs, I have 
come up with the names/possible names 
shown below.  I would be really appreciative 

of any assistance to name all the people in 
the photograph.  If you know who any of 
the players are, could you please drop the 
details into the Waranga News office, email 
me on boze24@hotmail.com or ring/text on 
0423557120.  

With thanks.  
Tony Ford.  

(If you would like a copy of the photo, please 
email.)

References:  1 Weekly Times 29.10.1929; 
2 Raglus, Alf, Rushworth Football Club – 
100 Years of Football 1882-1982; 3 The Age 
20.5.1930;

Back Row:  Trainer, R Duke, V Howard,___, Official,___,  Duke?,___,___, Trainer
Centre:  K Kane,___, C McLeod,___,___,___
Front:  ___,___, Geisler?,___, B Collins, G Schumann    Mascot:___



Seniors
1 Lancaster          56
2 Avenel              52
3 Stanhope          48
4 Nagambie         44
5 Murch/Tool      42
6 Merrigum         40
7 Violet Town      36
8 Dookie Utd       36
9 Shepp/East       32
10 Girgarre          28
11 Undera            24
12 Rushworth      22
13 Tallygaroopna 20
14 Ardmona         18
15 Longwood      12

Reserves
1 Lancaster      50
2 Murch/Tool          50
3 Avenel      50
4 Stanhope              44
5 Nagambie     44
6 Violet Town         42
7 Merrigum      40
8 Shepp/East          32
9 Dookie Utd          32
10 Girgarre      24
11 Tally       24
12 Rushworth         24
13 Undera      20
14 Ardmona           18
15 Longwood         16

U18s
1 Dookie Utd         42
2 Murch/Tool         42
3 Nagambie           42
4 Shepp/East          38
5 Longwood           38
6 Undera                 32
7 Girgarre               28
8 Merrigum            26
9 Lancaster             26
10 Rushworth         18
11 Stanhope           16
12 Ardmona           14

Kyabram District Football Netball League: 
Football Ladder - as at 29 August 2021

Seniors
1st name      Surname    Club                    Rnd 16   Goals
Joshua         Mellington   Violet Town                 3       113       
Joshua          Smith           Merrigum                    1        43        
Andrew        Lloyd           Shepparton East          3        41        
Jonathan      Pearson         Stanhope                     1        33        
Zachary       Cerrone         Lancaster                    0        30        
Kasey          Duncan         Avenel                         0        27        
Nicholas      Fichera         Shepparton                  1        24        
Patrick         McMullan    Dookie United             3        23        
Damien       Wynd            Girgarre                       3        23        
Nathan        Fothergill      Nagambie                    1        22        
Kyle            Tapscott        Dookie United             6        22        
Reserves
James           Peck            Murch/Toolamba         5        39        
Steven          Grima          Lancaster                     0        29        
Shannon      Aynsley         Stanhope                     0        27        
Jye               Borg             Murch/Toolamba         0        27        
Callum        Towers          Dookie United             6        26        
Jake            Sutherland     Avenel                          0        22        
Zakary        Samkakai      Murch/Toolamba         2        21        
Kyle            Hopkins        Avenel                          0        21        
Chris           Potter            Girgarre                       2        19        
Kellan          Robinson     Merrigum                     1        19        
Jarrod          Fox               Violet Town                 0        19        
Jacob           Styles           Violet Town                 0        19        
Under 18
Lachlan        Ludeman       Dookie United           0        38        
Robert          Fonte (OA)    Rushworth                 2        35        
Shannon       Buscombe     Shepparton East         3        32        
Nicholas      Pena               Undera                       4        30        
Isaac            Johnston         Murch/Toolamba       8        27        
Logan          Campbell        Undera                      0        25        
Mitchell       Rowney          Merrigum                 4         24        
Jai                Bailey            Murch/Toolamba       2         22        
Jack             McDonald      Longwood                 1         21        
Jonathan      Moore            Nagambie                  0         21        

KDFNL top ten goal kickers: 
Football as at 21 August 2021

As Regional areas align with the metro Melbourne restrictions, 
without the curfew, the sporting world has once again been 
thrown into lockdown in regional Victoria. 

Heathcote League leaves 
Colbinabbin waiting
We know the AFL cancelled HDFL games due 
to the COVID cases in Shepparton. Then....?
As no games were permitted on 28-29 August, teams fifth 
on the ladder were eliminated. If teams do not play on the 
weekend of 4-5 September, the fourth placed teams on the 
ladder will be eliminated. 

GVL
As Shepparton deals with the 

new Covid-19 out-break, and cases 
increase across the area, the Goulburn 
Valley League Board has made the 
unanimous decision to cancel the rest 
of the season, (with two rounds left to 
play).

The Board felt it was in the best 
interest for the health and safety of 
everyone in the community. There was 
a need to allow time for the contact 
tracing to occur to ascertain if any 
close contacts exist within the clubs. 

There is ongoing discussion as to 
whether the finals will be played and 
the appropriate authorities concerned 
will advise the Board as to any 
outcome reached.

KDFL
The Kyabram and District League 

released a statement on 27 August 
that the rest of the rounds will also be 

called off. 
As we go to print, the executives 

will be meeting to perpetuate a plan 
moving forward.

Violet Town Football Club is one 
Kyabram District Football League 
club gutted by the recent decision to 
call off the season.

It is believed they are the only club 
who did not want to pull the plug on 
the current season. It is understood 
another club remained neutral and 
another dissented when it came to the 
vote. The Violet Town coach admitted 
he understood the decision and there 
would have been a lot of hurdles to get 
over to get the season up and running. 

Violet Town’s frustration over the 
season being cancelled no doubt stems 
from a busy pre-season recruiting 
campaign which was expected to lift 
the team to among this year’s main 
premiership contenders.

KANANGRA 
ACCOMMODATION

Colbinabbin Bed and Breakfast
53 Mitchell Street Colbinabbin

Phone: 0408 602 841
Email:julie.prince59@bigpond.com

PHONE:

5441 5807
AUSTRALIA POST 

HOURS: 8.30am - 4pm, Mon- Fri
BANKING: @post bill pay - cheque & cash deposit

withdrawals - Money orders - Western Union

Stocking a wider range of post packaging for all of your 
business needs - Parcel pick up any time during shop 

hours - Phone recharge vouchers

SMS FOOD ORDERS:

0472 569 208

SHOP HOURS:
7am - 5pm, Mon - Fri | 8am - 2pm, Sat - Sun

BREAD DELIVERY:
Mon - Wed - Fri

MEAT DELIVERIES:
Fri order by 3pm Thu

FRUIT & VEG DELIVERY:
Wed - Fri

Concrete and Quarrying

Thinking Concrete?
Think MAWSONS!

Mawsons Concrete Tongala
3 Henderson Rd, Tongala

5859 0630
Mick McWhinney
0438 626 374 A.H.

Yes, we deliver
to Rushworth

Regional Sport comes to a halt
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The challenges of energetic ‘NetSetGoers’ 

Rushworth bowlers and businesses raise over 
$1000 for Breast Cancer
Before the lockdown, the Rushworth bowlers ‘pinked up’ for a good cause. See the story on Page 30.

Accepting 
Instructions in: 
• Wills & Estates
• Powers of Attorney 

both Enduring & 
Medical

• Property & 
Conveyancing 

• Notary Public
• General Legal 

Advice 

Over 40 years experience 
Personal Service 
Reasonable Fees

Now at 6 Francis Street, Tatura
Mailing Box 211, Tatura, Victoria 3616 

Office: (03) 58 241 503     Mobile anytime: 0417 134 929
Email: geoff@lipshutlaw.com.au 

Geoffrey Lipshut

If this was the best we could do for a group photo, imagine the 
challenge of herding these cats every week! 
A huge thankyou (and hats off) go to Kate and Trish and the 
many other parents who helped along the way. These energetic 
Colbo kids have had an absolute blast! 

Advertising in the Waranga News 
supports your business 
AND your community

Call 5856 1120 
or  email wnews@iinet.net.au


